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ABSTRACT 

This paper is addressed to the question of approaches to energy use 
and sustainable satisfaction of energy needs in the poor countries of Asia 
and the Pacific in the over-all context of a search for alternative patterns 
of development and life-styles. As regards available technological options 
which are ecolo.g{cally sound·; .the· autho.r touches upon various promising, but 
as yet inadequately explored, aiternatives in respect of energy required for 
agricultural pioduction, for cooking, for lighting~ heating and transportation. 
Specifically he analyses the social,economic and ecological aspects of 
alternatives such as clovera~over·farming, drop irrigation, family and 
community biogas plants, fuelwood plantations including village woodlots, 
solar energy in:its various fo~s ·and small-scale hydroelectricity. 

The author''s principal thesis is that the perspective for alternative 
energy sources in particular and alternative development patterns in general 
in the region has· 't'o· be d·eri ved· from the ini tia 1 conditions of paver ty and 
the social and economic inequities prevailing in the rural areas of the poor 
countries. Consequently, solutions in terms of alternatives have to be 
carefully.developed keeping in view the social, economic, cultural and 
ecological aspects of the prbblem& Only in this way, wouid it be possible 
to effect sustainable improvements in the quality of life. Ecologically 
sound alternatives pet ~ do not guarantee that pressing probiems df poverty, 
destitution, oppression ahd inequities of development - or lack of it ~ will 
be necessarily ameliorated~ On the other hand, it is possible to identify 
and adopt concrete integrated approaches to energy development and social and 
economic change (e.g. land reform, participation of people in decision making 
and management) which would help realize ecologically sound, socially just 
and self-reliant development in the region. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In studying energy use, it is necessary to pay close attention to 

what people do in everyday life and '"by they do it. The use of time 

and the use of energy are, as we s~all see, intimately related. The 

principle seems obvious; all the more reason that we should ask ourselves 

why it has so rarely guided study. With some exceptions, it is only in 

the last half-a-dozen years or so that fuelwood, crop residues and dung, 

which are the most important domestic fuels in most of the countries of 

the ESCAP region have been included in energy statistics. But the ·most 

important single source of energy for most people of the region - food for 

draft animals - has yet to find a place in most energy studies and in 
. 1/ the s~atistics of energy product1.on and use.-

Apart from domestic work, agriculture is, of course, the single 

most important economic activity of most of the people of the region, and 

draft animals are the single most important source of power for agriculture. 

In some countries of the region, the power of draft animats far .exceeds 

electrical generating capacities, as indeed it does in many, if not most, 

villages of the entire region. In Nepal, as an extreme example, the installed 

capacity of electricity generation was (;0,000 kilowatt~1/ in-1975; the 

combined power of its, bullocks and buffaloes was 40 times as large, or 

roughly 2. 5 million kilowatts)/ 

Table 1 shows rough estimates of energy production and use in many 

of the developing countries of the ESCAP region. In the countries which 

have more industry, the "connnercial" fuels - coal, oil., electricity, natural 

gas predominate in the total, but even in most of these, "non-commercial" 

/Table 1. 

l/ I exclude food for human beings and human·work from energy 
production and use because such an approach is reductionist - that is, 
it represents human beings as machines or draft animals. 

£/ Department of Economic and Social Affairs, World Energy Supplies 
1971-1975, Statistical Papers Series J,No. 20, United Nations, New York 
19.77, table 18. 

ll Economic and Social Policy Department, Production Yearbook 1972 
Vol. 26_, Food and Agriculture· Org~.nization of the United Nations, Rome, 
1973, table 95. I have taken· two thirds of the cattle and buffaloes to 

.be·draft animals. The power of each animal is ~ssumed to be 0.4 kilowatts. 
·See Makh~jani and Poole, Energy and Agriculture fn the Third World 
(Cambridge,Ballingers Publishing Co., 1975), p •. 140. 

·' 
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-Table 1. Rough estimates of annual·energy production and use in 
the ESCAP region in 1975 

(units of 1015 joules/year!./) 

~ce Coal~ Petroleum,£/~/ Natural 
cj 

Hx:dro & cf c/ 
gas- nuclear- Sub-total-

c Pr d Use Produc- Use Produc- Use Produc- Use Produc- Use · o uc-
or area ~ .. tion tion tion tion t1on 

Afghanistan 5.7 5.7 0.3 17 .s 118 4.4"·' 2.7 2.7 127 30.3 

Bangladesh- - 10.2 34.4 18.9 18.9 1.8 1.8 20.8 65.4 

Brunei 384 3.5 255 39.0 639 42.5 

Burma 0.45 2.1 42.1 43.4 0.6 0'.6 1.7 1.7 44.9 47.9 
'• 

China 14,100 11~, iOO 3,500 2, 770 140' 140 140 140 17 '900. 17,100 

Dem. Kacpuchea 3.9 :· 3,9 

Hong Kong 0.4- 134.2 ":' 135 

India 2, 9oo 2---900 
' 

360 900 36 36 130 130 3,440 3,960 
1\.J 

Indonesia 6 7 2,830 460 250 250 7 7 3,090 730 

Iran 35 35 11,900 790 880 •· 490 20' 20 12,800 1, 340 . . . . 
Japan 570 2,400 30 8,850 110 390 410 410 1,120 12,100 

Korea, Rep. of .S28 551 522 6 6 534 1,080 

Laos 5.9 0.9 0.3 0.9 6.2 

Hongolia 30..4 30.4 16.9 30.4 4"7 .3 

Malaysia~./ 
.. 

206 189 6 4 4 210 200 

Nepal 0.15 .3 .4 .- 0.36 0...36 0.36 3.9 

Pakistan·· 23 25 17 154 186 186 20 20 246 185 - ·, 

Phil-ippines 3 4 398 14 14 17 416 

Singapore 145 145 

Sri Lanka 49 4.1 4.1 4.1 53.1 

Thailand ;4 5 0.3 ' 342 9 .. 4 10 13.7 357 

Viet Nam 127 80 140 3 3 130 250 

-~~- /Table 1 (continued) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Fuel wood Food for draft animal Sub-total Total 

Use~/ f/ 
Use- UseB-1 Use 

--
Afghanistan 42 110 -- 152 182 

Bangladesh - 95 530. 625 690 
.. 

Brunei 4.4 0.4* 4.8* 47 .3*: 

Burma 110 140 250 298 

China 820 2,300 3,120 
.: .. 
20, 20_(~ 

., 

Dem. Kampuchea 23 n.a. n.a. n.a, 

Hong Kong neg. neg. neg~ 135. 

India 680 4,700 5,-380 - 9;3'~9 ,: 

Indonesia 670 190. 860 1 ,590] 

Iran 12 170' 182 1, 520' 

Japan 9 neg. 9 12,10~ w 
;'',j 

·Korea , Rep. of 44 25 69 1,150; _;~ 

Laos 17 28 45 5L2 

Mongolia .8 90 98 145 

Malaysia 33 13 46 'i.46 

Nepal 52 200 252 256 

Pakistan 51 690 741 1~~qo 

Philippines 130 140 I .-270 686 

Singapore ' 145 neg. neg. 

Sri Lanka 25 50 75 128 

Thailand 98 220 -- 318 6'75 --- ·-.-
Viet Nara 160 -- 120 ·280 410 

~. 

.. 

/Table 1 (continued) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Notes: ~/ 1 million tons coal equivalent equals approximately 30 x 10
15 

Joules. Numbers may not precisely add up to the totals shown because -of 
rounding. 

b/ 
£/ 

Series J, No. 20 
d/ 
-;_; 

Includes liquified natural gas. 
Source: World Energy Supplies, 1971-1975, Statistical 

(United Nations, New York, 1977), table-2. 
Includes Sabah and Sarawak. 
~.,.table 24, 1 cum wood = 0.6 metric ton 

= 10 billion Joules. 

Papers 

It takes about 1 ton of fuelwood to prepare 1 cu m of charcoal. These data 
are, most likely, very rough estimates~ 

!/ One "standard" or "effective" draft animal is assumed to 
consume about 30 billion Joules of epergy per year in some mix of feed, 
fo?der and grazing. See Makhij ani and Poole, 2£.• cit., p~ 140•.· Data for . . , 
draft animals from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Natio~s,, 
Production Yearbook, vol. 26 (Rome), pp. 184-188. The data are for 1972, · · 
but draft animal population does'n t t change very fast' usually considerably .::. 
slower than population growth. Th~ draft animals included are mrlles, asses, 
horses, cattle, buffaloes and camels• There are, unfortunately, no data on 
elephants. The Food and Agricultural Organization data show all animals. 
I have taken two thirds of the total to be draft animals for underdeveloped'. 
countries. 

&I These sub-totals are,urtderestimates for most countries since 
th.e various crQp residues used directiy as fuel are not included. Neither 
is du~g from animals other than draft ~nimals. The dung of draft animals 
does not need to be explicitly included as it is already implicit in the 
d~aft animal food intake. · 

/energy 
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energy sourC:~s·~~re impott;.ant because they are th~···mai'n f,u,nds for the rural 

poor and a ·~igni.~icant p~~portion of' the urban poor ./:J Act-ually the 

terminology 1 'n~:m-commerci.al..11 fuels is highly misleading, since in many areas 

a large proportion of fuelwboq_ is traded. 

·proportion is about one fourth. Cattle ar~ commodities ~nd .he-rtce, implid.tly, . ~-.. 
so is the food they consume. They are rented out and some _f6dder · too.Ts 

traded. A large proportion of _cattle feed c~es ~rom grazing land which 

is thus one o.f .. the most important contributors to energy production. While 

common land used mostly for grazing, is usually not a c~odity, the 

various possible uses of common land can be, and often are, an important 

source of conflict in village life. 
. ) 

Table 2 shows energy use per person in most countries of the ESCAP 

region. The differences in energy use. per person are not as large as.

these which are' based only on the "commercial" fuels, becau~e some 

"commercial" fuels use merely substitutes for "non-commercial" energy. 

We find, however, a peculiarity when .we compute the energy r~q~ired per 

unit of Gross National Product. This is lower for the more industrialized 

countries. In Japan it is about 30 million joules per (1970) United States 

dollar in Malaysia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and the Philippines, the figure 

is 70 to 80, ·and in Afghanistan and Bangladesh it is about 130. Thus, 

energy appears to be put to more productive use i~ industrialized countries, . . 
in direct analogy with the more efficient use of energy in green rev~lution 

agriculture when compare·d with tradi-tional agriculture (see chapter III). 

The inference is that the technical .efficiency which the poor manage to 

extract from the energy they use is much less than that which the more 

affluent cari extract. We can expect that this was caused by the lack ?f 
. . 

access to tne resources of society, .specifically to investment and to the 

control of property, a_point we shall explor~ at some length in this paper. 

Even m~re generally, the energy inputs into agriculture per unit 

of output are comparatively large. As a re.sult export of agricultural- goods 

and import of industrial goods constitutes a vast net export of expensive 

energy, primarily draft animal energy. 

For instance, it takes 10 to 30 billion joules to produce a ton -of 

paddyi/ worth.about $ 100. Thus one dollar export earning means an export 

of 0.1 to 0.3 billion joules of energy. Manufactured goods containing a 

/Table 2. 

4/ The statistics shown understate "non-commercial" energy use since 
the crop-residues used directly as fuel are excluded. I have these statistics 
for India, but have excluded them from the table for reasons of comparability 
of the data. 

~/ Makhijani and Poole, £2• cit., note 3, table'2~23. 
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Table 2. Rough estimates of energy use per person· 
in the ESCAP region in 1975, in billion 
joules and in per cent ~land energy/GNP ratios 

Country or area 

Afghanistan 

Bangladesh 

Brunei 

Burma 

China 

Dem. Kampuchea 

Sri Lanka 

Hong Kong 

India· 

Indonesia 

Iran 

Japan 

Korea , Rep. of 

Laos 

Mongolia 

Malaysia 
I 

Nepal 

Pakistan : 

Philippines 
I 

Singapore 

Thailand 

Viet .Nam 

Commercial energy 
Use Per cent 

1.8 

0.8 

330.0 

1.6 

19.0 

o.s 
3.6 

"34 ~·o 

6.6 

5.5 

40.0 

110.0 

31.0 

2.0 

34.0 

20.0 

0.3 

·s.4 · 
10.0 

64.0 

9 .• 0 

4.;5 

14 

8 

89 

16 

85 

40 

45 

88 

100 

94 

12 

33 

90 

1 

33 

60 

53 

43 

Non-commercial 
Use Per cent 

11.0 

9.0 

40. rft_t 

8.3 

3.4 

n.a. 

5.4 

. n.a. 

7.8 

6.6 

5.4 

0.1 

2.0 

15.0 

70.0 

2.3 

21.0 

11.0 

6.7 

8.0 

6.0 

85 

92 

11 

84 

15 

60 

54 

55 

12 

6 

88 

67 

10 

99 

67 

40 

47' 

57 

Total 
use 

12.8 

9.8 

370.~/ 
9.9 

22.4 

n.a. 

n.a • 
. 14.4 

. 12.1 

45.4 

110.1 

33.0 

17 .o 
104.0 

22.3 

21~3' 

16.4 

16.7 

64.0 

17.0 

10.5 

Notes·: a/ Compiled from table 1 using population statistics 
from International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, World 
Bank Atlas:- Population: Per Capita Product and Growth Rates 
(Washington, D.C., 1972). 

El Very approximate. 

/large 
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large proportion of steel require about 70 billion joules/ton.£/ Thus 

the import of an· automobile weighing a ton and costing $ 4,000 means an 

import of about 0.02 billion joules of energy per dollar spent which is 

five to' -'fifteen times less than the energy exported. 

The. difference is even greater in the case of electronics ';goods; 

armaments etc. This is clearly a part of the more general probt'em of 

terms of trade, in which there is the net export of a vast amount of 
' 7/ 

labour.-

Inequality is, of course, not tonfined to the international sphere. 

If anything, the inequalities between the rich and poor within ths develope-

ing countries are much larger than those between the rich of various 

countries, though the proportion of the rich varies. 

Careful consideration of all energy sources has led us to some 

basic questions which force us to reevaluate our entire approach to 
" 

examining the problems of energy policy. Why do the poor not get enough 

work out of the energy th.ey use? Why does the pattern of energy use show 
" 

similar features to other, broader, social inequalities. ~fuy must some 

people give up more energy and time in exchange for less? Are the 

inequalities and peculiarities of energy use one expression of social 

structur~? What, after all, are the fundamental aspects of energy use in 

society? We cad
1

hardly proceed to examine alternative energy sources 

until we have briefly considered the reasons why the pattern of today's 

energy use is the way it is. 

II. ENERGY NEEDS 

Energy, except for food and sunshine, is not a need in itself, 

but is needed.to satisfy other human needs for clothing, shelter, warmth, 

water, light, physical and me~~al health, meaningful and ~reductive work 

and personal mobility. Therefore, when we speak of "energy needs" it is 

merely shot:tha~<;L for "the energy needed to p1.·oduce and justly distribute 
. . 

the wherewi~hal to meet human needs". Since neither human needs nor the ~ 

ways in which;we use energy are fixed, there can be ~o once-and-for-all 

determination of energy needs. 
/We 

§./ M. Fels and M. Munsen, "Energy thrift in urban transportation: 
options for the fllture", in The EnergY Conservation Papers,. ed. Williams, 
Ballinger, Cambridge, Mass., 1975; appendix c. 

7/ See Rannnanohar Lohia, "Economics after Harx", in Marx, Gandhi 
and-Socialism (Hyderabad, Nava Hind Publications, 1963),pp. 1-90. 

I 
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We must, from the outset, distin.~uish between energy needs, energy 

demand and:energy use. Energy demand is that part of energy which appears 
I 

as a CO!lllTlO~lity in the economic·:system. Since only those who have··the money 
I . 

to :corner supplies determine the demand for energy, demand has only a tenuous 
I ! 

and
1 

grosslr disto·rted relationship to evergy needs. Energy use includes, 

bes,ides e~ergy demand, the fuel which people collect for their own consump

tion which'may or·may not meet their needs. 

·A crucial distinction between energy use and energy needs is that 

use. is reckoned in terms of the energy input - that is' the energy value 

of the fue!l.; energy heeds must be figured 'in terms of the energy needed 

to fulfil human needs - that is, the energy 'output as applied to the task 

at hand and the relation of that task to the fulfilment of human needs. 

There are further essential distinctions between energy needs and 
l 

energy use. There are maqy tasks essential to.meeting human needs that 

are not done. Simultaneously, there are a number of socially unnece~?.sary 

indulgences which cause an excess o~ energy use over needs. But these uses 

of energy which are unnecessary and even harmful from the point of view of 

human need.s - that is·,· from an ethical and ecological point of view - are · 

an integral part of local, national and international social structures. 

Therefore, th,e,waste which results from energy use is the result of specific 

technological, ·}~conomic, social and political conditions. If our judgements 
' 

are to ·be ,hist,.er-ically and eth.ically sound, we must seek the r·easons for 

this simul1taneous existence of penury and prodigality i~ energy use· in the 
I 

history ofi these conditions, which includes the desires and motives of'various 

groups of people for the futere. Ther~fore, translating energy needs into 
' 

magnitudes of energy use is not a simple empirical matter, but one which 
I 

necessarily invol~es value judgements and interpretation. 

Wi
1
thin a society, energy' use is largely determined by the require

ments of the domi~ating classes to fulfil their own desires and to 
. ·-

maintain and expa_,nd .their control over society. The dominated classes are 

forced to make- do as best they can .. ·These efforts us\,lally fall far short 
' I 

of meeting th~:i:t.needs, particularly in developing countries, precisely 
~ .... 

because they have little command over the resources of society. 
I 
l h 

When the wealthy and the powerful decide on the building ·of 
I 

prestige projects, the sales and purchases of armaments, the cons'ttuction 

of air~corlditio:ried palaces, the imports of lu.~ury goods,, they also decide 

/what 
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what' kin,ds o~ inv;estmerlts w,ill' be· made, how manY: pe,bp~e .. -w.ill .be· ·employed 

·~nd 'wha~' th.ey shall produce. Those·: ~orker~· ~~h·~ ~re. o.rganized can a~ 'teast 

struggle for a share .in such economic growth, though. in many countries even 
:'I 

·' such trade union. organizati.ion is forbidden •. This proce~?s .. deliberately · 
' ' 

leaves op~ the majority of the peopl~ - the poor peasants and agricultural 

,, :w~rk~rs ,' . mo.s t women~ the· temporary and unorgat').ized . w9rkers, the unemp t6yed - · 
. ' ... . . 

wh~ ~~e .severely constrained in 'the extent of the demands they can make' 

on the commod~ties that are produced or imported; their effect on the mix 
. ·' : 8/9/ 
of production is there·by·. very limited.-- For energy. use this means that . ' . 

they are force~ to rely primarily on gathering fuel, or recouping it as·.a 
I' 

'by-product of some other·activity such as agriculture or dairy farming. 

For the ·same reasons, the oppressed are forced to rely·on traditional 

tec1lniques. While ·these a're usually well adapted to local conditions and· 

to such local resources to which the poor have access, they:are often quite' 

inefficient from the technical standpoint. This is ,because the oppressed 

have been shut out from the process ·of innovation an.d the learning· that 

goes with it. The base of innovation in'local craftsmanship and artisanary 

crippled by colonialism has· not been allowed to reem~rge .wit1t any strength··. 
·:· . 1 

in the developing countries. ·Indeed' such a reemergence would pose a 

threat to the."professionals and their establishments {whg_/..have.appropriat~d 

and mon~~olized innovation and developed a vested interest. in. it .~~lO/ ·· 

Such an unjust social structure not only det~rmines energy demand 

and s~verely constrains energy use, but it also implies a magnitude of 

energy needs which is gene.rally far in excess of that implied by an 

equitable distribut·ion of resources. When the gap between the rich and 

h . h . h ll/ h h d t e poor remains or grows w1t econom1c growt ,~ t en·t every nee s 

escalate·so rapidly as to make their satisfaction impossible. Indeed, the 

entire structure of human needs a·nd desires becomes warped. In the United 

States of America autOmobiles became a necessity after the s'econd World War 

/due 

·. t 

§_/ . S.L. Shetty, "Structural retrogres·sion in the Indian economy 
since the mid-1960s 11

-, Economic and Political Weekly, vol. XIII, ·Nos. 6' & 7 
(Bombay, February l978),pp. 185-244.- , 

9/ Arjun Nakhijani, "Structural ~etrogression in the Indian eco'nomy: 
a comment", Economic and Political Weekly, vol. XIII,- No. 45; (Bom~ay,· .... 
11 November 1978), pp. 1865-1868. · · 

10/ .A.K.N. Redrly, "Mere popu1arizati.on of science or democrat.ization 
of inno;;tio~?.", paper .presente'd.:to the All India Convention of People's 
Science t1oveme~ts (',l'rivandrum, 10'-:12 November 1978); p. 2. · 

11/ :rhis jud.gement 0f increasing inequalities cannot ,be made on 
a national' basi!;! alone; int~rnational inequalities are also of the essence. 
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due to suburbanization (in which the United States Government's -housing 

policy, automobile lobby pressures and racial discrimination each played 

a part), t.o the neglect of public transportation (often deiiberate), and 

so on •. Fur,ther, repressed sexuality and status found a new outlet in the 
I 

automobile.: When the "technology was transferred" to the developing 
I 
I 

countries, lit was primarily these latter aspects that went with the private 

car. In Rofbay, ~or example, private cars proliferate though there 

exists a reasonably good public transportation system, and though for many 

car owners ~ven taking taxis would be cheaper. It is not only the elite 

that possess these desires. for there are booming' sales 'of all manner of 

luxury goq9~ (including cars)' to workers freshly returned from West Asia. 
I 

Are we to deny these workers the prerogative of having automobiles on the 
I 

pretext tha~ oil or some other resource is running out, even while the elite. 

proceed with their unrestrained profligacy? I think that this is an 

ethicat'ly u~tenable position. Since energy needs depend on the ideological 

approach of the dpminating classes (and the constraints on that ~pproach 

at any time) w~ must, if we wish to chart an ethically and ecologically 

sound alterhative, begin by questioning that ideology. 

CiviJized society has had, from the time of the Egyptian Pharoahs 

to the present day, what one may call the "brute force" app.rci'ach to energy 

use. With the division of work into mental and manual labour, the thinkers 

of Egypt lo~ked upon the slaves as nothing but raw, if nimble, energy to 

move and pl~ce·stones into pyramidal shapes. Steam power, the internal 

combustion engine and electric power seemed to hold the promise of 
I 

liberation from physical drudgery by substituting inanimate energy for 

human labouL They have, in part, accomplished that.ll./ But the "brute 

force" approach remains. -Whether in industry, in transport, in commerce, 
I in agriculture or at home we use enormous amounts of energy to do even 

the simplest things. Today the environmental and social problems and the 
I 
I . 

mental drud$ery of this approac:h are apparent._ In fact, its ethics and 

ecological philosophy are quite compatible: the ethics demand the subjugation 
I 

and alienat~on of people; the ecological philosophy demands the subjugation 

of nature t<? the will of man. Man stands outside nature and above it. 
I 

Man must batter nature into· submission to·~ccomplish his ends. This expression I . . 
"the will of man" more closely examined reveals that it is not the will 

I 
of people i~ general, but the desires of the ruling ~lasses. 

I 
I 
! ,. 

/There 

12/ i However, one must not exaggerate the extent of this accomplish
ment. A-go~d deal of the physical-drudgery has simply been transferred 
to th~ fact~ries, mines and fields of the developing countries particularly 
from Western Europe, North America and Japan. This has been so since the 
days of merqantile imperialism. See Rammanohar Lohia, ~· cit. 

I 
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There is, of course, no question of a return to prim.itive life, 

or even to its philosophy. That too had, in part, the same approach, 

thoygh the ancients were technologically and organizationally constrained . 
to us'~ much less energy. Today'we have the problem of decreasing the 

physical drudgery of the ancient -t'echniques, the· alienation' of the modern 

and the violence of both. 

. 13/ -
There is a little recognized feature of energy-- which we must 

understand if we are to evolve a different approach. Energy is bei·ng 

constantly degraded - that is, i~- is irretrievably "used up"·.!~/ There 

is one other-physical entity which has the same property:· time. Both 
15/ energy and time proceed unidirectionally .-- · But time for human beings 

has yet-another property which derives from human consciousness. We are 

conscious of our past; of life, of death. We have desires in the present·· 

for the future; these desires are in turn conditioned by our (past) experience 

and knowledg~. -Th~s 'human time possesses a dual characteristic'- one 

physical and unidirectional; the other human (i.e. the result ·of the 

ptocess.'of_,socialization of the individual) and bidirectional - it brings 
'' 

the past and future into -the pre~ent. 

One aspect.~£ 'the use of energy is that it is an effort to ovet:come 

the unidirectionality of· time which decrees birth; life and death. 

The harnessing of solar energy in agriculture, the enhancement of human . - -
work by-the dbmestication of cattle and·the gradual subjugation·of some 

. ' - - 16/ I 

people to others (at first'it was the subjugation of women to men--- and 
- 17 I of most people to magicians and sorcerers who became priests and rulers)--

developed with the-recognition that energy, including the- labour of' others, 

is a partial substitute for time. A ruling class ideology of unrestrained 

consumption, of warped and unlimited wants, of violence and domination 

was, and is, an essential aspect of the appropriation of the t-ime and lives · 

/of 

13/' .-·I use the term "energy" in the 'sense of "capacity to dQ.:::work". 
14/ More precisely,. entropy -·a concept of· randomness - is· · 

const-antly increas-ing, accordi-ng to the second law of' the-rmodynamics. 
Energy is cons.erved but its capacity to do work is used up. 

15/ This applies t;o time scales small compared to the "life" of 
the universe. It is not possible at present to formulate a clear·account1 
of the characteristi'cs of energy a·nd time on cosmological tinie scales. 
Different cosmological theo.ri~?s imply quite di:f:ferenf· prope-rties of energy 
and t'ime. However, ·this· ·controversy does not·:'a'ffect:'the present discussion much. 

16/ Kathleen Gough, "The origin of the fe:inily", 'in ed·. Reiter, 
Toward an AnthropologY of Women (New York, Monthly Review Press, 1973). 

!II Archibald Robertson, The OriSins of Christianity (New York, 
Internat~onal Publishers, 1962). 
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' 
I 

of others~ It should not be so.surprising then that dealing with only one 

aspect oflthe problem by mechanizatio~, and t~t too partially, has not 
I 

given us the direction that we need. If wants are unlimited, how can 
I 

we get r~~ of inequality, domination and violence? 

L~st irt the morass is the question - what do we waht the time 

for? Much of the time of the dominating classes is spent in planning 

and effecting the perpetuation of their~domination. Even the nature of 

their technology traps them. For example, if one takes account of the 

time spent in a car, the time spent to earn the money to buy and repair 

it, buy t~e gasoline etc., as Ivan Illicb has suggested, the average 
I speed of the United States automibile works out to roughly 10 miles per 

18/ I . . . 
hour.- 1This is a duect1.on that produces slavery and physical drudgery 

I 

for many ~nd alienation for all. 

The ideological ingredients of an alternative approach are implicit 

in this critique. So far as energy is concerned, the use of "brute.force" 

can be made quite unnecessary. It is already provided by the sun. The 

natural epergy flow to and from the earth is enormous. It is, therefore, 

largely a matter of channelling a part of this energy intelligently ·and 
I 

creatively rather than converting it in large amounts to some other form 
I . 

and contibuing the present ways of using energy. This latter is simply 
. I 

a substitution of one energy source for another and does not get to the 
. I 

heart of the problem. The former implies the use of small quantities 

of ener~y '·to direct a part of the natural flows of energy. It requires 
I 

that we radically rethink _both our ways of using energy and our ways of 

using matlrials. 
. I 

I 

/The 

I 

.. 18/ The problem is actually considerably more complicated. The 
ques.tio·n ~s often not one of average speed, but of the possible speed 
at the t~e the contraption is wanted or needed. Many of these are mani
pulat1ed apd created wants, of course, but the speed of, the ·ambulance when 
a heart attack or shock victim is to be transported to the hospital is I I . 
cruci:al; though it is true that we would probably not need ambulances 

I · I · · as much if we understood more about our bodies and health. So far as 
the ~vera~e speed is concerned, the.figure is somewhat too high if·we 

• 1 remetrlber ~t; is in part the small earnings and unemployment of some that ~', 
enab~es others to afford automobiles. 

t ' 
I 

. '• (~ 

'· 
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! 
I 
) 

The ecological philosophy implied .by such an ~pproach to energy 

use is one, qf. h&'Qllony w,ith nature: ntis is not the hArmony of nature 
I 

which. ob~~iru;. ~t:om evolutionary adjustments of p~ants i and animals'. but 

one w~ich;is deliberately created through an understa~ding of nature and 
I 

of ourselves. The base of knowledge for sudh a project has emerged slowly . . I 
over the last hundred years or so in our understanding of physical processes 

. I .. 
of cells, of biology, of ecology, of consciousness, of society, though it 

' 
is still far from adequate. 

If this knowledge is to give humanity fresh inspiration, it will 
I 

have to be incorporated into social and political movements that begin 
; . ~ 

with a clear and sober historical assessment of the d~ngers and possibilities 

which we have. There will undoubtedly be mechanization of some things 

in the very process of changing the mechanical structhre of civllization. 
I 

What we must be clear about is that we speak of a pro'cess of change in 
I 

which the ecological and socia.l violence is reduced, :rather than· a wondrous 
. . ! . 

utopia in which we will all find ourselves one fine diay. What is crucial , . 
.. ~s how we ~echanize, who controls the process, how it can be made consistent 

with meaningful and productive work for all with a j~st distribution of 
I 

goods, and with increasing human creativity, co-oper~tion and freedom.· 

This view should not be confused with the elttist and technocratic 

''appropriate technol<;>gy" that is being promoted by miny well-intentioRed 
. I 

and not-sa-well-intentioned institutions and intelle~tuals. Nothing 

but further perpetuation of domination and injustice/can be achieved unless 

the proce~s of change and innovation is controlled by the people and forms 
) 

an integral part of their struggle against oppressil.on •. It .is an authorita-

rian prevention' of the satisfaction of the needs of the poor that would 

assign to them some politically convenient heap of "intermediate" technologies. 

That would be a strategy of und~rdevelopment - a continuation of, what we 

have had till now. It is true that creative use of energy _sources such 

as 'biogas and wood should be part of a process of 'development, along with 

m~d-erate use O'f fossil fuels,. but it is not only the t,echnique's which . 

. produce qevelopment, but also the social contextJ·:{n which these techniques 

are used. ; ' 

/III. l.' 
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1 . . III. AGRICULTURE. 

i· Ag~iculture consumes as well as produces energy. Solar energ'y 

is fixed id 'crop~ which serve as food 191 and fuel. Crop resid.ues a~l ~ari:'~u·s 
'l .. '.· .. : ,. 

other kinds. .. of ~nergy are, in tu~.~~ used in agriculture • Most of the '~energy 

used in agr~cuttute is for ploughing, irrig4tion, the manufacture of ,,. 
~ . ; .. . . . ' 

fertilizers and pe~ticides and crop processing. 

The crop residues fed to draft animais supply almost all the energy 

input to traditi<;mal .agriculture·. 201 In Indial.lf ~he 150 million or so 

draft ~nima~s consume about 4,000 x 10
12 

Jouiee of energ; which is about . . 
equal to India's entire consumption of "comin~rC:i.a,l" energy (co~1, oil; · 

I . ·: ·:. . . 

hydrop9wer ,.~tc.). Possibly 60 per cent of tbis Cbttles from gr.a~ing and 

almostlall ~~e r~s~, from c~op residues. 22 / Draft animais provide the power 
0 I "• ' ' .. 

for ~lough:i·~~:;:.for. ~tiddling (in ..:,;ret paddy cultivation) and for irrigation. 

In addition;- som~ lS per cent of the draft animals are also used for 'powering 
. . . 23/ 

Indi?'s. 12 million bullock carts.---- They are also used for crop processing 

act~~i~ies such ~s threshing and sugarcane crushing. 

In. spite of this large energy use, many p_easaqts face acute shortages 

of draft power. M~ny poor peasants do not own draft an~mals so.they must hire 
I 

them,. oft.e.~_.at_ ex_or~it.an.t rates •. In many parts of the Deccan plateau, where 

the soil .is hard, the power" requirements for proper ploughing are 2 to 3 

kilowatts - that means 3 or 4 pairs of bullocks.· Most peasants own at most 

/one 

, .. 
· i .19/ . I include food in the category ''human needs" rather than in 

'~energy needs". 
20/ Some (natural)'wind energy is used to.$eparate·chaff from grain; 

likewise· sunshine. is used- to dry grain. Solar energy also supplies the 
fertilizer, directiy through nitrogen fixing bacteria and algae and indirectly 
through manure: 

i I 21/· ~ost of the information I have· on agricultural energy use ~ertains 
1 to Ind:La. a:owever, most of the observations on energy use are qualitat'ively 

valid £or most "countries of the ESCAP regia~, since most agricultural practices 
in the ·1regj.on are also found in .one or another part of India. 

ll./ Arjun Makhijani and Alan Poole, 2£.• cit., p. 17, .PP~ 107-111. 
23/ A .K.N. Reddy, "Technological alternatives and the energy crisis.", 

Economic and Political l~eekly, vol. XII, Nos. 33 and 34; Special Number 1977; 
P• 1469). 

J. 

1 
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one pair and as a result, much land is left fallow, and the yields on 

cultivated J.and are reduced. These .ohortages are made more acute by the 

erratic ra~nfall which puts a premium.on ploughing immediately after the rains, 

for the land d.ries up quickly and becomes hard. Some farmers use cattle 

to power Persian wheels for irrigation. Where the water table is close to 

the surface as in Bangladesh and West Bengal manual irrigation (i.e. 

irrigation with human labour) from ponds commonly supplements the rains. 

Energy use in "green revolution" agriculture is, of course, considerably 

different. It requires about 80 billion Joules ·to fi.x one ton of nitrogen 

in urea using natural gas as feedstock and twice that much using coal. 

100 kg/hectare is a usual nitrogen requirement for high yielding variet-ies ,, ·' . 
of wheat and rice. In addition mechanical irrigation requires 0.5 to 5 

. 24/ . 
billion Joulee of energy output per crop per hectare -- - that is, about 

2.5 to·25:·bill.ion Joules of fuel such as diesel or electricity (about 20 

per cent. e"fficient) or about 10 to 100 billion Joules of crop resiques if 

draft animals are used. Widespread &se of draft animals for irrigatiqg 

crops is thus,.out of the question, excep~ as a supplement to rain. Tractors 

require about 5 to 10 billion Joules of diesel per hectare for ploughing and 

harvesting, though it must be r~~"!llbered that much, if not most, of the 

·ploughing and harvesting even in gree~ revolution agriculture is done by 

traditional techniques. 

While agriculture 'with high yielding seed varieties requi~es from 

10 'to 30 billion Joules of energy per· hectare (today supplied by various 

combinations of oil and electricity), ft also produces substantiaHy larger 

quantities of food and crop residues because big~ yielding_,JS:eeds fix more 

solar energy. In traditional wheat culture the energy input is 20 to 30 

billion Joules per hectare and the output (food plus crop residues) amounts 

to about 40 billion Joules -that "is, about 0.2 per cent o~~~~ incident 

solar energy is fixed in the crop. On an i~rigated and well'· fertilized 

field the input goes up to apo~t 50 billion Joules per hectare, and the output 

to 120 billion joules - ~hat is, about 0.6 per cent of the incid~nt solar 
. 25/' energy is fixed 1n the crop.--

/It 

24/ The amount of energy output required varies according to the 
depth of the water table and other geological features, the type of delivery 
system of water and quantity of water required. 2 25/ Assuming an average insolation of 2.00 watts/m over a season of 
120 days. If only one crop per year is cultivated, as is common, the annual 
efficiency of traditional agriculture drops to 0.07 per cent. Mul~iple 
cropping, made possible by irrigation, can raise the efficiency of agriculture 
to about 2 per cent. The latter is about the efficiency of irrigated sugarcane 
cultivation. See Makhijani and Poole, ibid., pp. 82-87. 
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lit would be simplistic and superficial to regard these vast 
I 

differerlces in efficiency a~ belng caused p'~incipally by technical factors 
- I . . " .. 

such as jn~'W· seed varieties. For exampie, hi'gh yieldin~ whe.at seeds hk'd-

been avai_lab.le for two decades before they were used in India on any 

signi·fiJa~t sca.le. It is rather the different' patterns ,of 'control. of agri

culture~ la~d .(and, secon~darily, other assets ·such as bullocks,· wells etc.) 

that determines whether new seed varieties can be success'fully adopted. 

In those part·s· of India Hhere 'landlordism, usury (interest rates vary from 

a low of 106 per·cent per year to ~everal thousand per ·cent per y~ar), and 
26/· ' ' . 

slavery-.- are common' the rich have little interest in increasing production 

through investment \jecause their surpius is derived primarily through trade, 

moneyleqding. a'nd various other forms of extortion. The poor peasan~~ and 

tenants 
1

cannot afford ·to take 'to ·new techn·iques when. interest rates, ~r!'! so 
. ~.., - . "" I • 

h:i.gh'and where i'nstitudons are controlled by interests close1y allied to 
·I . . -

iandlor~s·; u~uted; :a.hd ri~h trai:lers • 1t is for· the~e very same rea~ons · 

that tr~ditional agriculture. in these regions i's · unprodu~tive. 
1 .-: ' 

I.i ;is largely in the regions where there were a iarge number of 
! . ~ ' .• ; . . ~ 

owner-cult_i_vators (many 0~ whom use hired labour) and where, as in Punjab,: 
' ' 

a _good .deal Of the infrastructure such as irrigation con.siderably predated 
. . ·' . ... / . 27 I 

the introduction of new seed varieties that these could be u·s'ed successfli11y .-

In these regions, agricultural production has increas'ed ·a: :g·bod ·deal and · 
. •, ~ 

has become much more market oriented~ 'Incomes within ~hese·regions ,have 

increased, but sohave inequalities.ll/. The regional inequalities have 

become greater, indicating that the dcminant ·and influential classes in the 

agriculturally productive regions are growing richer partly at the expense 

/of 

. j26/ siil\r~ry is mor'e 'usually' referred to as "bonded labour". A. 
recent ;survey· found that there are about 3 million slaves in India's rural 
ar~a~, -~l=:cordi~g to the Gandhi. Peace Foundation of New Delhi.· 

,, ·, '!27'1 'The picture i's, of course, considerably. more ·complex than 
this. The social; political, cultural and econorp.ic causes which lead to 
significant changes generally have a 'long history in which many subtle" 
factors ;play a vital part. There are, for example, some areas where slavery; 
landlordism, usury and high yielding varieties exist together. 

l28/ Biplab Dasgupta, "India's Green Revolution", Economic and 
Political! .weekly, Vol. XII, Nos. 6 and 7, pp. 241-260. 

,.•_ 
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f h 1 d 
. 29/ o t e poorer c asses an reg1ons.-- The use of fertilizer in India is 

concentrated in less than 10 per cent of India's 400 districts and there 

are large inequalities even within districts. Market orientation has made 
·' 

wheat, paddy, cotton and sugarcane cultivation more profitable, so that 

the cultivation of pulses, which are nitrogen-fixing (leguminous) crops 
I 

and the primary source of protein for the poor, has declined. Of course, 

this is not an ecologically sound practice and necessitates greater use of 

chemical fertilizer. Neither is it very ethical for it deprives the poor of 

protein-. 
' 

This is not a very promising social or economic context for alternate 

energy sources to make a· contribution to a different and equitable pattern 

of development. In the landlord-usurer dominated areas, these techniques 

are not likely to find much application for the same reasons that the new 

seed varieties were not adopted there. Even if they are used in a few 

areas' they' are certain to benefit 'the wealthy and powerful and help it:hem. 

to further entrench their dominance, unless there are strong organ-izations 

of the oppressed that can get and maintain their just shares of-society's 

wealth.· So far, this has not been the case as is indicated-by the fact .that 
-" i . ' 

the proportion of India's people who are poor is according to some sources, 
. 30/ 

increasing in spite of economic growth.--

In such areas where new agricultural techniques were widely adopted, 

it is quite probable that the richer peasants can use alternative energy sources 

for agriculture. For e~amp~e, methane obtained by purifying biogas ·can be 

compressed in high pressure cylinders (about 200 k~/cm2 ) and used for supply

ing power to irrigation pumps and tractors. Similar systems using natural 

gas as fuel for automobiles and trucks have been in use in many countries for 

some year.s (~ee chapter' V). The cost of compressed gas would be approximately 

Rs 45 (= $t]S 5.6) per billion Joules ,,rhich is comparable 'to the curre.nt cost 

of diesel in India.ll/ Undoubtedly some trials and pilot·projects would be 

necessary to sort out some of the technical problems. 

29/ Shetty, 2£· cit., p. 202. 
30/ Shetty, ibid., pp. 209-214. 

/Such 

31/ 1 billion Joules approximately equals 28 litres of diesel. 
See Arjun Makhijani, '-'Energy policy for ~ral India", Economic and Political 
WeeklY,. vo_l. XI~, Nos. 33-34 (Bombay, August 1977), table 2, p. 1455. 
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[such an ~pproach' would help those peasants who have successfully 

used nel ~?eed varieties and,mechanized agricult~re. There are·serious 

shortages of electricity in many parts of India• and sometimes even of diesel. 

It wo.uld! .also. help reduce the use of chemi~al fertilizers and enhance soil 

fertilitjy. Biogas plants also. provid~ many more jobs for. a given output 
. 32/ 

of energy and fertilizers than corresponding centralized approach~s.-.-

~ven with all this, t~is scheme wo~ld neatly fit into the existing pattern 

of ~ncteas!ng inequalities. 

Since the rich peasants owh more land and cattle, they would have 

the ,greatest use_ of the output~ they would be. the. ones' to contto1. the piant 
. . 

and equipment, ,as they control the co-operativ~s today. those ~ho own a 

little .land may b.enefit some, but the pressures on them to sell ~heir .. land 

could b~ incre~sed in various ways (by denying them fuel ~t critical ·1;:imes, 

for exa~ple). The landless may actu~lly suffer since cow dung is a·vita~ 

cooking.lfuel in many green revolution are~s. The plant sizes and. quantities 

of fuel lrequired for 'biogas progrannne to make a dent in diesel use would 

be very large- half or.more of the present cow dung production •. Cow dung 

would probably become mqnetized and monopolized by the relatively wealthy. 

Therefore, unless some provision is made for cooking fuel, .such as supp~ying 

biogas at a nominal charge, it would certainly hurt the inter~sts of the 

poor.in those areas where cow dung is used for cooking. Providing bio-gas 
.~ • ' t ' J • I ; 

for cooking at a nominal charge would roughly double the cost of the methane 
i··· 

for ag:ricultural u.se, making it uncompetitive with diesel. Perhaps the 
~ : . . ' . 

most damaging consequence of such a programme based primarily on the 

dissemination of a technique is that it would, like the green revolution and 
:• .... ; 

for the same reasons, exacerbate regional inequalities. The result of such 

a proces.s is already quite familiar - deepening poverty in mos~ of the country . . ,, . 
with po~kets of relative prosperity (within which, increasing inequalities). 

Jr.he technique is itself more ecologically desirable than the ones 
I 

being us;ed at present. As. such ;it .should be developed. But if its use is 
' 

to help _alleviate.the pressing problems of poverty, it will have to be 

impleme~ted in the context of the priorities of the oppressed - that is to 
' v 

say, in lthe co~text of a process by which the oppressed are able to acquire 
. 33/ 

a su~s.ta~~~ia~ pontrol over society's resources.--: 
. /All 
-' I I' 

·; 

132/. C'.R. Prasad, K. Krishna ·Prasau, and A.K.N. Reddy, "Bio-gas plants; 
prospec~s, problems and tasks 11

, Economic and Political Weekly (Bombay, 
August 1974). 

!33/ As this is a more general problem, I will address it in the final 
chapterJ-

1 
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All of the techniques described thus far require relatively large 

amounts _of energy. Th~y are 11brute force" techniques, which make a very ..... 

limited use of the natural flows of energy in conjunction with relatively 
·. 34/ 

large amounts of fuel.--- Today's ploughing, irrigation and fertilization~ 

of land are based on empirical techniques invented-thousands of years ago, 

and though the sources of energy for all three have changed (in some places, 

at any rate), the approach has not. We turn over enormous quantities of 

earth to loosen and aerate it, using enormous effort. Is it poss"ible. to 

direct the natural flow of· solar energy to accomplish some of these tasks? 

An experimental method of cultivation developed at the Institute _of 

Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria seems to have the d~sired ability of 

channelling solar energy. 351 A crop of corn was planted in rows amidst 
36/ a permanent ground cover of clover.--- The ground cover of clover serves 

several functions: the nitrogen-fixing bacteria which inhabit the roots 

supply fertilizer to the crop while aerating the soil; the dew drops that 

form on the leaves provide water for irrigation; and the ~rou.nd cover keeps 

the field weed-free. This channelling of solar energy via the clover pla'nt 
. . . 

eliminates ma.ny major energy using features of present day agriculture, thus 

reducing energy needs as well. Sowing (together with application of phospho-· 

roue and potassium fertilizers), insect-pest control and crop processing 

(harvesting, winnowing and threshing) would oe the remaining needed agri-
' 

cultural operations~ of which the fi'rst' two require rather minimal amounts 

of energy. The energy requirements for making land suitable fdr ~griculture 
would a"lso probably be considerably reduced since the method does not requlre 

level land. 

If this method of agriculture proves to be workable, it would seem 

to conform well to non-violent ecological philosophy, particularly if it 

can be integrated with biological pest control. However, the practical 

merit of the technique is determined by social considerations. 

· . /In 

34/ I include the use of crop residues for draft animals as 
"fuel use". 

35/ Ray Wijewardene, Lecture at Habitat Forum, Vancouver, June 1976. 
36/ In its present form this method is not applicable to wet · 

paddy cultivation. 
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I 
tin most places in India, at any rate, it is likely to have perilous I .. . . 

consequerc:~s fo-,: __ ~h,e poor. Flr~t, it reduces labou~ requirements. con,siderably. 

For example-, the la,bour requirements of irrigated high yielding wheat in 

Punjab; lin w~~ch b~Uocks are used for ploughing and threshing and a. pump-

1 
. 37 I ·--

set for irrigatiqn, are approximately as follows:-- .. 
' . . ! ~. . ; . . 

Person-day/hectare 

1) PlQu_ghing Jlnd .seeding 
. ! ~ .. i.'. I :' · 

2 ), l ,Irrigation and bunding 

12 

16 
' •") : {. i :' { 

. 

3 ~ .. fest control, weeding and 
' fertilizer application 30 

4) Harvesting, winnowing and 
threshing (for a yield of 
2200 kg/ha) · 55 

., . .. ~ 
Total 113' 

! 
By eli~i.natins :most, of the work required for the first three operations, 

th~ cl0'!:er.-cover method (presum~I)g it is techn~cally fe~sible~ would reduce 

the wor~ per. hectare by.roughly 45 per cent. The reduction in the case of 

trad.i_tion?l varietj.es would be somewhat less, since the over-all labour .. 
req~ire~e~ts are lower. About one fourth of the peasants in India have no 

. ' . . .. ·. '•,: 

lan,9 ;:wha~ev:~r an~. they, re_ly on agricult:_ural labour for income. They: would 
~ :.j 

be very hard hit by wid.~spr~ad adoption of this tech_nique. Most poor 
, , (' r. 

peasants., _perhaps _ab?-ut; ?0 per c~nt, also do agricultural ~ork for wages'~ ... · 

and tpeir i~come would: also be reduced. . re'nants to7ou~d p~~bably also becom~ '· 
more. i.nsecure a.nd may suffer a reduction in their share of the 01;1tput (which 

:t.s l0w as it is) because of the reduced work ,requirements.. All in all, where 

there are large numbers of agricultural workers ·(full-time or part time) 

or tenants, the clover-cover method may have disastrous effects for them 

unless, .of course, land ·is redistributed first. 
~ •! • ' 

. ;·· 

~~ere land is equi~ably distributed ·or commo~ly owned, the method 

could b~ socially a,nd , ,ecologically beneficial (if it proves technically 

feasible). In hill areas, it would reduce the enormous amount of work 

needed for terracing· and soil conservation and hence perhaps help make 

the task of sqil<~nd ~ater conservation somewhat more compati~le with the 

need for agricultural land (e.g., t·he case study of Pangma village, in IV 
' -.I • 

below). In sue? areas it could 'al~o help pdor peasarit~;i·by reducing the 

need for them to own or hire draft cattle. 
/Another 

Ill Raj Krishna, "Measurement of the direct and indirect enployment 
effects of agricultural growth "toJith technical Change" (lllanuscript), table 1. 
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-
Another method of channelling solar energy applies to horticulture. 

Vegeta·ble -cultiyation and seedl~ng nurseries normally reguire enormous 

amo~nts of irrigatipn water. The earthen pot irrigation method can decrease 

water .. requ,i.rements ,by: perhaps a factor of ten. Unglazed baked earthen pots 

of the variety _co~only made by village potters are buried, up to their 

necks, in_ tile field. The wann earth grad~ally sucks up the water out of 

pot a_nd the water reaches the roots with a minimum of w_aste. Si_nce the 
! ·'. 

water ~s drawn primarily_ by the heat of the earth, losses by downward 

seep~ge are -~lso minimized. '.'Experiments in India have grown melons and 

pumpkins with v_ery littie water (less 'than 2 em ha for'.ihe entire 88-day 

growing period), Very little evaporation occurred because there was no 
. . 38/ ' '' 
standiqg or- surface water".- This is a ·technique which, by channelling 

.sola~ ~n-ergy to str'etch ~ater · suppi:i.es by. an· order of magnitud~, 'holds 

. '. 
g~ea~ pro~ise, not only in ar~d and· semi-arid areas, but in other areas 

' ~ I 

as well. 

Besides its ecological advantages, earthen pot horticulture is at 
. -' 

once labour-intensive anq productive. It_- can also help revi~alize a. 

cottage industry pottery. But, as with every technique, its progressive 

possibilities will depend on the. social context in which it is_put to use, 

and on who controh it. If..it_ is used to open up new areas 
•• •• 1 

to vegetable 

production, marke~~ng w~ll definite~y be 

(made possibie by
1 

'lower ~ater and l~bou~ 
a problem unless the reduced costs • I:.. : • I • • - ~ ; ';-: • ' 

requirements) are kept out of the 
. . ·; ! I ''·· :• • ! 

hands of usurers and traders and passed on to consumers. Vegetable consump-

tion in India, as in most underdeveloped countries, is very low and the 

elasticity of demand for them is probably relatively high.~/ However, most 

of the profits from vegetable growing go to· the big -traders who. J :,: , 

trlS.tket the vegetables in towns and cities, the demand for them being jlim.J.ted 

in the villages. Data collected in Pen Taluka in Maharashtra, for instance, 

show that rural-vegetable growers get only 10-to 20 per cent ot the retail 

price of vegetables in Bombay which is only 100 km away •40/ The_ technique 

can do nothing but reduce jobs in plantations unless the demand constraint 

is mitigated by a reduction in market prices With a simultaneous. incrf;!S.S.e .,in 

the remuneration o'f the worker-grower.· With these prerequisites it could also 

help in towns and cities where shortage of water•sometimes hampers;vegetable 

cultivation. 
/The 

3'1/ National Academy· of Sciences, More Water for Arid La-nds 
(Washington,D.C. 1974) p. 110. 

39/ Economic Survey of India, quoted in Economic and Political 
Weekly, vol. VII, No. 31-33, Special Number 1972, p. 1453. 

40/ Ajit Kondvidar, National Institute of Bank Management,· personal 
communication, November 1978. 
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The use of solar dryers for paddy, fish, timber. etc. is. perhaps 

the mose commonly discussed example of the principle of channelling solar · 

energy. These devices use natural convection and require no fans. They 

do require some investment as compared to the present methods of drying in 

the open sun, but it is claimed, probably wi·th some justice·, that the added 

cost is easily offset by the' savings due to reduction of losse~ incurred 

by exposing the goods to the hazards of rats, the weather and so on.· 
,, 

Solar drying has not yet foun4 wi9e acceptance, possibly, because 

the technique is .new and unfamiliar. Some technical problems may also 

need to be ironed ou.; since the dryer capacity and the drying chamber design 

must be.tailored.to.the specific situation. The fact that an investment 

is req~i~ed will inhibit the poorer people from adopting it, even if effective 

extension disseminates the knowledge, particularly because the job of drying 

fish or paddy is done primarily by women. Men are often more reluctant 

to make investments in areas that lighten the burden of women's work. 

Finally there is, once more, the question of priorities •. New techniques 

such as solar dryers ·attract attention only ~hen they are set in.the context 

of -the pressing problems such as jobs, ·wages' land, education, security etc. 

which people face. If not, techniques such as those discussed in this chapter 

will either find little acceptance or they will reinforce inequalities·and 

underdevelopment. 

IV. ENERGY AT HOME 

The sun provides, via trees and crop residues, most, but not all, 

the energy that rural people and large proportions of town-dwellers use at 

.·home. Wood is far and away the most important .fuel for cooking and heating. 

In· most places it is used directly, but in many towns and even villages, for 

example in Thailand, it is converted to charcoal before use. Where wood 

is scarce, it is supplemented with crop residues (e.g. cotton sicks, bagasse, 

palm leaves, coconut shells), cattle dung, and in a few areas, coal. 

Kerosene is the most important lighting fuel for the poor;~in the towns it 

is an important cooking fuel as well. v1e will deal in turn _with the needs 

for· cooking fuel and keeping warm, and then with lighting~ 
I . . 

There are substantial regional variations in the use of fuel for 

cooking and heating. In India, the use amounts to an equivalent of about one 

kilogr811111e of wood per._ day, of which about two thj.rds is provi~~d by wood 

/and 
,,., 

~ 
' ' 
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. . 41/. ·-
and the rest by· crop residues and cat-tle dung.-.,:,~. The pattern of use varies 

from one area to the ne~t and depends on the avail~bility of wood. This 

does not fulfil the needs of the poor for keeping warm, par~icularly as 

they cannot afford adequat,e· clothing and bedding. A rough survey indicated 
I ' 42/ ' 

the- annua:f·use of fuelwood in''Nepal to be about 550 kg per person.:-:-

! have 1 twb sets of very different data for Thailand. A Thai .Government 

·pu~licati~n~/ states the fuelwood consumption in 1976 to be 960,314 cubic 

metres and that of charcoal 180,079 cubic metres that is a total fuel-

wood use of roughly 800,000 tons. · This seems to be an underestima.te by at 

least an order of magnitude since the vast majority of Thailand's 41 

million ~eople us~ ~uelwood, either directly or as charcoal. Possibly 

.the figures indicat~ ~~~-sales _of these goods, rather than the amounts used. 

Opens~~_'t:(s data, r~p~rte.dly co~lected from the Thaila~d Public Work 

Depar.~m.ent, .sho:w a total domestic fuelwood consumption (in 1970) pf 44 
. . 44/ ., . -

million cubic metres-.- or about 27 million tons. This amounts to about 
~ ' ~· . 

80? kg pe~ person per year which seems to be on the high side. Perhaps, 
• - ) •'J • ' ' 

as in the hill areas of Nepal, a high rate of fuelwood use is associated more 
' . 

with the ~e~d for ag~icultural land than with the need for fuel (see below) •. 

It is,.connnonly assumed that fuelwood use is causing deforestation; 
' . '45/ 

some even go so far as to assume that it is the primary cau~e of deforestation.-

This conclusion is based on superficial observation and faulty reasoning, 

however,. a temporal correlation - tqat is, the. simultaneous existence of 

fuelwood use and deforestation -.does not establish causation •. ,;_Causation 

can 'only "be established by a careful study of the sdcial process ''in which 

both fuelwood use and deforestation are taking place. So far as the author 

knows, no pub~ished energy studies have attempted th~s. Energy studies have 

presumed causation upon noting correlation, and that too usually.out of the 
•:i 

context of social and political processes. Th~re are substantial indications 

that this is an erroneous conclusion. 

/The 

41/ National Council on Applied Economic Research (NCAER), 't>~estic 
Fuels in Rural India (New Delhi, 1965), table 8, p. ·79. 

4'2/ Nepal -·The Energy Sector, Kathmandu, 1976, pp. 7-14. 
43/ Thailand Energy Situation 1976, National Energy Administration, 

Bangkok, table 2. · 
44/ K •. Openshaw, "Projections of wood use in Thailand", unpublished 

Report to the Puplic Works Department, Thailand, Midlothian, Great Britain, 
. 1973, tabl~ A4-W4, p. 92. 

45/ Eric Eckholm, The Other Energy Crisis: 'Firewood (Washington 
D., c. ,World-v~toh .In~ti;tute, 197f.). · · 
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The first thing to note is that, as a rule, the .poor do not cut 

whole trees for fuel, much less clear entire areas. .Most. fuelwood c~nsists 

of twigs and small branches. Moreover, a great deal of this does not 

come from the forests but rather from trees planted near people's homes, 

on field bunds, village common lands and·roadsides. It is not possible. at 

present; for lack of information, to establish over-all magnitudes of the 

fuelwood that comes frcm forests. In India, at any rate, ·this is· likely 

to be much less than the total fuelwood use of 120 million tons or sp, 

Measurements in a village in Karnataka made by the ASTRA team of the Indian 
46/ . 

Institute of Science- indicate that fully 90 per cent of the .fuelwood 

supply is in twigs and small branches. 

Population growth also seems to ·be a relatively minor factor. The 

increase in deforestation has been sudden and faster than pop~lation growth. 

Moreover, people usually do not clear entire areas of forest because of fuel

wood needs. The devastation of f~rests in many regions, where forests . 

have been entirely or largely wiped out, clearly points to other cau'ses. 

Large scale commer~ial clear-cutting for timber and fuelwood by . . - , 
governments and private contractors is one of the causes. The'timber and 

fuelwood business is very profitable for those who control the forests. 

Governments and contractors have so far been loath to give up even a small 

part of their inunense prof-its to undertake sound reforestation of the 

areas they cut. 

"In six countries says the report L-;f the Asian Development' 
Bank I - Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Sabah (sic), Pakis.tan, Thailand 
and-the Philippines - it appear~ that this annual increment of 
commercial species is beihg overcut. 

"The fastest rates of growth in production since 1960 have 
been in Malaysia, particularly Sabah (600 per cent), Indonesia 
(400 per cent) and the Philippines (100 per cent). ·This growth 
is directly related tq the rapid development of the Japanese market 
for imported logs .u47/ . 

Politics also plays a considerable role in deforestation. Destruc

tion of the forests in Viet Nam was a deliberate aim of United States 

_policy. Earlier, in Malaysia, it was equally_a deliberate policy of the 

British to deprive the Malaysian Races Liberation ·Front of their sources 

.:- /of 

46/ A.K.N. Reddy, Convenor, Application of science. and Technology 
to Rural Areas, Indian Institute of Science, personal communication,- November: 
1978. Prof. Redd~. has kindly give~ me some preliminary .information ori the ! 
ASTRA progranune f1ndings whose data have .not yet been compiled. . ; 

47 I Daniel Nelson, "Asia must plant more trees", 'Financiai Times, : 
April 1979. 
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of food. The people were herded into large hamlets under military control 

as part of what was known as "operation starvati.on". 

Such destruction has also been a feature of many of the struggles 

within the ESCAP region after the colonialists left. In these wars, mostly 

between post-colonial governments and tribal peoples in vast parts of the 

ESCAP region, deliberate destruction of forests has been one of the principal 

aims of ~palming and bombing. Simultaneously, land was made into a commodity 

in many of these areas. Monetization of la·nd and agriculture is thoroughly 

incompatible with the shifting cultiv,ation which tribal peoples have 

practised for centuries. While this is not the place to discuss the political 

merits of the various positions involv~d, no discussion of deforestation 

can ignore the fact that these practices of many governments have been among 

the fundamental causes of deforestation in many parts of the ESCAP region. 

Other kinds of "war efforts" have caused deforestation. In India, 

the. British drastically accelerated deforestation by reckless contracting 

out of forest lands during the World Wars, and by encourag.ing the use of 

wood instead of coal. ~ey also distributed forest l~nds that had been 

cleared by contractors to intermediaries or cultivators in order to increase 

food production, intended primarily for export. Similarly after the 1962 

India-China war, the Governm~nt of India encouraged cultivation of forest land. 

Long before that the British had destroyed the economy of rural 
. . 48/ 

artisans and craftsmen of the Indian sub-continent.-- By the latter half· 

of the nineteenth century this process caused one famine every two years 
49/ according to one source.-- The impoverished artisans and craftsmen were 

forced, for the most part, to look for a living by agricultural labour. 

The demands of ..• agricultural workers and poor peasants for land have, for 

the most part, not been met even ~fter Independence. Where they have organized 

and rebelled, governments instead of redistributing land, have sometimes 

handed. out grazing and forest land to some of the people. Land is a primary 

need of millions of the poor and if governments cannot find the resolution 

to redistribute it where there are great inequalities, ecologically sound policy, 

the needs of the poor . and political expendiency will be at odds and none of 

the problems satisfactorily acdressed. 

/There 

48/ R. Mukherjee, The Rise and Fall of the East India Company, 
(New ·York,: ·Monthly Review Press, 1974), Chapte.r 5. 

49/ B. Mishra, Famines in India; Chapters 1 and 2. 
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There are some pla~es where deforestation appears tnore closely 

related to fuelwood use. But even here the first or ~yen secon.d impressions 

are misleading. As an example a preliminary analysis is given· below of the 

findings of Deepak Bajracharya who lived for more than one year in a 

village called Pangma in Nepal trying to understand the problems of the 

1 d h 1 
. . . 50/ 

peop e an t e p ace of energy problems in that context.--
.·, 

N9tes on Pangma village, Nepal 

Pangma is a village of 3, 700 people in the hills of eastern Nepal. 

Most of its 1,4'20 hectares of land are used' for -agriculture - ,padc;ly on the 

terraced ·fields, and coarse. grains on the hill slopes tha·t have been 

freshly cleared for forest and not yet terraced. Pangma also has 100 hectares 

or so of grazing land and about 200 hectares of forest •. There is a larger 

but more'inaccessible area of forest outside the village boundary. The 

terrain is difficult and there are no roads, only foot trails. Within 

Pangma the elevatiO!J. varies between 600 and 2000 metres above. sea _level. 
.. 

·Many communities live in Pangma- Rais,·:Gurungs, Sherpas,:chhetris 

etc. Most of these groups (exce.pt Brahmins and Chhetris) retain the 

communal ·closeness that characterizes tribal societies. They are ·(generally) 

endogamous. They also: retain many tribal customs and rituals. Each 

community has one- or more· hamlets in the village. Almost. all· of the 

600 families hav~ some land and cultivate it. Most families hold between 
1 ' 1/2 and 22 hectares of land. These are not large differepces, but the 

inequalities have been increasing particularly during ~he la~t 15 years. 

The .:i,nequalities in income are much larger than the i_ne9ualit;,ies in land 

holdi_ngs. About 20 per cent of the ~a~ilies (among whom. ~he Sherpas figuxe 

in disproportionately large numbers) are very poor and regularly do not 

have enough to ea~. 

Besides agriculture~ a few families weave cloth" (Rais) some work wool ' 

(Gurungs), some work as por.ters (mainly for shopkeepers ·an_d tourists). There 

are 15 shopkeepers and about 25 teachers, cl~rks· etc. 1
· A few men among the 

Gurungs arid Rais are stil'l recruited' for military' service by the British and 

'Indian armies. There are aiso a few artisans, particularly blacksmiths. 

.. .. /Wood 

50/ .'I stress that this is .n prelimtnacy analys;i.s· of part of an enormous: 
body of in~~r~ation:which Ba}racharya was kind· enough to ~hare with me, and 
with which he he .is now preparing a Ph.D. clissertation to' ·be suqmitted to the 
Science Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex, Brighton, England. He is 
not responsible for the opinions expressed here and may or may not agree with 
them •• 
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Wood serves for cooking and heating and kerosene for lighting. 
•:. 

Poor families <:se woo"d fires to supplenent expensive kerosene as a source 

of light. Cattle du~g is used as manure. Cattle and human work provide 

the power for agricu'iture and human work for transp'ort (there are no· bullock

cartable roads). Pangma, like almost all hill vi'!lages in Nepal, has no 

electricity. Wood is fetched primarily from the village forest. In the 
' 

months before the rainy season, the men join the women in wood gathering, 

for the people must stock up c~y wood for the busy rainy season. 

The people of Pangma use large quantities of fuelwood - about 1-!. 
2 

tons per perso~ pe~ year - or about 5,~00 tons per year for the whole village. 

The per capita use .~of fue 1 depends more on family size (higher for s~_ller 

families) and on altitude (higher for higher altitudes) than on fact~rs such 

as income beGause wood is not a commercialised commo4ity in Pangroa (in 

contrast to the Kathmandu valley). The rate of fuelwood use is apparently 

much higher than the average use of about 800 kilogrammes per person per year 
·' 51/ 

in the hill regions of Nepal.-- Though this latter figure is based on 

a very rough survey and a biased sample, the difference is large enough· 

to require explanation. 
I ,"'. ~ ' II; 

. · Most people in Pangma usc open stoves fo~ cook~ng and heating. To 
r • '·j 

kee:tL·warm in the winter they sleep around the fire and quite close to it 
, ' ·r. ·:.:.i .. • 

which sometimes causes accidents. Technically, this is an ineffic~ent way 
• 'l '' I I :' ( ' 

' ~; 

to burn fuel. The problem, therefore, seems to be qu~te straightforward. 

The energy data would seem to confirm the prognosis of the Malthusian 

energy literati that population growth (about 2 per cent per year in rurar 

Nepal) and inefficient use of fuelwood are the .Principal causes of the ·. 

deforestation that is taking place in Pangma (and elsewhere). Such a 

conclusion provides automatic reinforcement of the prejudice of the elite 
, . I , . 

that bhe poor know neither effic~ent techniques ~or how many children to 

have, nor how to tend the forest's. A deeper and more empathetic look at 

··the problems of the people reveals these .. views to be quite superficial and 

incorrect. 
/To 

,!, 

51/ Nepal ~ The Energy Sector, ..!21?.• Cit. 
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To take· the "technical" problem fj.!s.t. 'I'he chulo which is a more 

efficient· cooking stove. than an open fire, is used by the Brahmins in 

Pangma. The Brahmins (who use the open fire only for heating) and the 

,other communities nave lived together and learned from each rther for 

many· generations. Yet the other communities have not adopt~d the chulo 
. I . 

and continue to use an open fire both for cooking and heating. It is 
I 
I 

immediately evident thatt so far as cooking is concerned, tHe problem is 
I • 

not one of ignoranc~ of more .efficient technique. They know the technique 
! 

but do not use it. I 

The pe9ple who do not use chulos believe that the open fires 

contain the pitd. devata which can be roughly translated as lthe ilfamily 
• • • • I 

spirit". Thel;'e ·is a special, and fixed, place in the house· fo-r this fire 

~nd, besides being the hearth, it is the spot where sacrifices are made 

.. 1u:ri~g religious festivals. 

Such reitgious and s9da.1 custcims are usually trahsforliU~d under 

pressure of ecohomic necessity& For eltample, in England where burial 
. . 

is becoming more and more expensive, many people now cremate. fhe dead, 

but m~ny o~hers are willing to make considerable economic-sacrifices to 

bury theirs. In Pangm~, however, economic necessity works in quite the 
. . 

contrary direction. It appears, on the basis of a preliminary analysis . . . . 

of_ the data, that one of the reasons for the high fuel.wood us·e in Pangma 

is because people need land for ·agriculture. 

A number of factors have caused this need to grow suddenly during 

the last fifteen years or so. First ther.e was the "land reform" of 1964 

which abo:Ushed the tradition~_!_. system of land tenure (the Kipattiya 

system). A~ a result many people lost control over much of their land. 

Land settlements were made by bureaucrats even before a survey had been 
.1 ~ 

done, and the land was made into e commodity. 

At about the same time,esoldiers recruited py the British (primarily 

Rais and Gurungs) in large numbers in the early l950s began to return. 

I 

Some brought back considerable amounts of money (by local standards) while 

others had been robbed or tricked out of theirs on the way home. Many returned 

/to 
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to find th~ir families in debt. SZ/ Much money went to pay off the loans 

(in~~rest rates run to about 10 per cent per month) and' sometimes land 
'.. .~) . -~ -

had to be sol~. Thus many of the Rai families who owned forest land began 

to clear it for cultivation. Some ex-soldiers bought land from others 

who were in debt. 

Additional pressure on thE: land has been created by the almost 

total destruction of the local cottage textile industry and co'tton growing 

by threa~ and cloth imported from.India. Fifteen to twenty years ago, 
' . 

making_thrcad and cloth occupied at least one person in every Rai.family 
1 I • • . '• 

for 32 to 4 months. Cotton was grown on some marginal lands in Pangma, 

but was mostly brought from near~y Tumlingtar. The loss of this source of 

income and increasing monetization of the economy left many Rais with no 
:Jt·· 

option but to clear some more forest. They have somehow to earn enough money 
' 

to buy such necessities as salt, k~rosenc, spices and cloth • 
. \ 

Bringing more land under cultivation created the need for more 

draft animals and hence the need for more grazing land. Probably, increasing 

monetization of the economy and growing inequalities further increase 

pressure on the poor families, often in debt, to sell off their land. 

The base of the e'conomy has, during the last two decades, narrowed 

down ·to one activity - agriculture. The poverty of those who have .. little 

or no land - many Sherpa families;· fo+ exa~ple - is worsening. Unemployment 

has increased and many young people migrate out of the area and the country 

into India, particularly Assam, in search of jobs. 

Even this rough sketch shows the great complexity of the fuelwood 

pro·blem which has technical, economic, social, ritual and ecological 
.. 

aspects. It is not a problem amenable to legalistic solutions such:·.as 

passing laws which prohibit or limit cutting. The bureaucracy would multiply 

arid apply legal and illegai sanctions quite arbitrarily·and the principal 
•1 ••• 

re'sult would be an increase in corruption. There' is considerable experience 

of this in India, particularly in tribal areas. 

The people of Pangm~ need more employment both on and off the land. 

Agriculture needs to be improved and intensified. There is a great deal 

of room for this, for local inequalities are not yet so great as to obviate 

a change of direction. The hill areas of Nepal have plenty of water and 

/an 

.:52/ In.those.doys there was no way for sol4iers to rem~~ money 
home \'1hile they were abroad. , .... 
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an enormous potential for microhydro projects to pump it. Hydraulic 

en~rgy need not be converted to electricity. It can be transmitted by wire 

rope for distances up to almost one kilometre. The Amish peopie of 

Pennsylvania have been using this technique together with wooden water 

l'lheels for a long time.~/ 

Within such a context of an improving economy and decreasing 

inequalities with innovation suited to. local conditions and a~enable to 

local control (in contrast say, to the package microhydroelectric plants 

which Nepal reportedly plans to import from Europe at $US 3,5'00/KW), it 
' 

is conceivable, and even likely, that people would begin to use chulas for 

cooking and perhaps even more efficient devi'ces (such as the Kang stoves of 

China or the Republic of Korea) for heating. In such a case 200-hectares 
' 

of forest land, planted with suitable varieties of trees, could meet at 

least the present level of cooking and heating needs,' if not more. However, 

the present direction of increasing inequalities and deteriorating economy 

is quite the contrary of what is needed. 

· To return to the more general problem of cooking and·heating fuel, 

the.effici~~cy of the traditional stoves (chulos in Nepal, Chula or sigri 

in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh) is, technically speaking, quite lm-1. 

It is about 1 per_cent or so for boiling water or cQokin~ rice and about 

2 per cent to 3 per cent for baking. 54 / '!'he efficiency of the Kang stove used 

in the Republic of ~area and China is probably higher since the waste heat 

fro~-~poking is used for heating. 

Ipcreasing the efficiency of cooking and. heating (by the use of 

waste heat) by better stove design seems possible because the usual constraint, 
I 

that tradttional wayD require mostly labour power which the poor have and I 

efficient ways require money which they do not have (as for example in the 

case of solar dryers or electric _light~), is not as severe in cooking stoves. 

In India many have designed more efficient stoves using local materials 

and traditional techniques but these have made no headway. I suspect that 

lack of effective extension or higher first cost are not fundamental causes 

of this failure (as illustrated in detail by the Pangma case study above).· 

/The 

53/ Volunteers in .Technical Assistance,_ Village Technology Handbook 
(Mt •. Rainier, ~1aryland, 1973), pp. 117-122. 

54/ 'These efficiencies have been estimated:'using the second law of 
thermodynamics. 
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The fact that women collect the wood and cook and face the smokey fire 

from the trad~tional stove may have. oore to do with the failure. Rural women 

have little c~ntact with the world of men outside the village; nor do 
'. . 

they have much say in how the household income is spent. Effe~tive extension 

is difficult under these circumstances. Perhaps extension would be more 

fruitful_ among' us~ s ·of fuelwood in towns and cities. 
'l',:. . •. 

There is some evidence. that there are technical flaws in the,· design 
I 55/ of the 1impr·oved" stove - "smoke less chula 1~ that has been offered ·as· an 

alternat;ive to the traditional ones. According to A.K.N •. Reddy, 561 preliminary 

results of test cond~cted by the ASTRA team of the Indian Institute of 

Science indicate that there are two objections to the present design of the 

"smokeh;~_s chula". First, it is not more efficient than a o~e burner 

traditional chula. The efficiency of.the smokeless chula is substantially 

greater. only when there are two or- more burners, since the 1 ~aste heat'v 

from the first. burner is used to co9k or to heat water. Hence some 

rethinking regarding stove design appears necessary. It also seems that 

the smoke from ~raditional stoves keeps straw roofs free of pests, which,_ 

if true, would render the present design unsuitable for a ~~jority of 

rural people. 

Besides improving the efficiency of traditionaJ. stoves, there are 

other ways of reducing the use of fuelwood for cooking. However, numerous 

problems must be solved before they can be of much usc. Present desig~s 

of solar cookers are either very ·costly, or require cooking outdo~rs, or 

both. All designs cost much more than the traditional chula. Daytime cooking 

also inte;rferes with other work. Unless new techniques are invented which 

meet the requirements o{ very low cost and indoor cooking at convenient 

times, the prospects for widespread use of sol.ii:r cooking GJ.re not promising. 

. Biogas is another possible substitute 'for'fuelwood. · 
. I . 

In China, 

the use of biogas for cooking has increased dramatically in the .last few 

years to 'the point that about 7 million household biogas plants are·now 

reportedly in operation.1I/ In the rest of the ESCAP region, the use of 

/biogas .. 

55/ In this stove~ the wood burner is at one epd;,. the hot gases 
pass under two or nore "burners" where cooking and wa.ter ·heating are done b~fore 
going out of the chimney. S~e Hyderapad Engineering Research Laboratories, 
"Smokeless 'Herl' Chula" (Hyderabad, Government.Press, ·1956). 

~/ A.K.N. Reddy, ~· cit. . 
57/ Committee on Natural Resources~ "Draft report of the Committee on 

Natural Resources on its fifth session" (Bangkok, Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific, 6 November 1978), p. 19. 

\ 
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biogas is still quite· limited, there being about 100,000 household plants 

principally in India and the Republic of Korea. It is not an easy matter 

to sort out the causes of the failure of the biogas programme to take hold 

in most countries and of the sudden success in China. It is evidently bound 

up with the social, political and economic upheavals which have taken place 

in China almost continuously since 'the beginning of this century and more 

particularly with those of the past two decades. Among the principal 
. d. b 58/ 1mme 1ate reasons seem to e:--

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

A cheap design, which uses family labour and mostly local 
materials; 59/ 

Cheap stoves and lamps; 

60/ The great amount of work it takes to gather fuelwood;--

Effective extension and local organizations that reach 
everyone. There are vast numbers of trained technicians 
(over 100,000 in Szechwan alone); 

(e) Pigs owned by every family (pig manure is especially good 
for biogas plants). 

These immediate reasons for the rapid success are intimately 

related to social factors such as the struggle forcwomenrs rights both 

at home and at work, the local control of the innovation process, relatively 

equitable distribution of society's resources and. so on. Perhaps, the 

traditions of careful husbanding of manurial resources ana vegetable 

gerdening have also been a strong factor. 

/Many 

58/ Vaclav Smil, "Intermediate technology in China"., Horld 
Development, vol. 4, Nos. 10/11, 1976, pp. 933-93l>. 

59/ The cost exclusive of labour., and possibly of the extension 
services and technical training, is reportedly 40 yuan - roughtly equivalent 
to 200 Indian rupees or 400 (Thai) baht. If a cost is imputed to the family 
labour, though it is not clear whether it is correct to do so in the Chinese 
context, the total cost may be 'substantially higher and more comparable 
to the costs of plants in, say, the Republic of Korea and Thailand, but 
still much less than that in India. 

60/ I have not come across any quantitative data on this for China. 
In India, my own limited observation is that, in wood-scarce areas, about 
one pe~son-day per family per day is needed to gather wood; more usually 
it is one person-day every three to five days. 
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Hany of these condi"tioris do not obtain in other countries of' the 

region. In the developing countries where the economic prospects· of the 

poor are stagnant or declining, the creation of a social atmosphere 

where people experiment with new techniques and take them up 'if' they 

wor'k i.s difficult. Indeed, most dominant social forces work in quite the 

corttrary direction. S. K. Subramaniam, who did a survey of biogas·· plants 

in Asia, excluding the socialist countries, concluded as follows: 

"The general picture seems reasonably clear ~ although 
it may vary a little between different countries in the region. 
Essentially, it has been the richer strata of rural society who 
have installed bio-gas ·plants~ A host of ·factors hav-- made" i.t 
difficult, unattra~tive or impossible for relatively poqr 
peop~e to use bio-eas plantsn. ~/ · 

Note that in spite of the great differences in climatic and 

geographical factors, average incomes, costs of biogas plants (varying from 

$US75 to.$600_for family size plants) and the types of extension methods 

used in non-socia~ist Asia, there is hardly any difference in th~ stark 

central fact - the beneficiaries are almost exclusively from "the. rich~r 

strata~'. But even anong the rich the success has been meagre. Indeed in 

many places, the rate of abandonment of .-biogas plants is very high. In 

the R~public or Korea, oniy nabout 30 per cent of the instalied digesters 

are st~ted to ·~e in use 11
• 
62 I In Pakistan too, aa _very large portioQ11 _of the 

plants were 11shut down", according to Ghulain Kibria, who feels that .th~ 

b · d · · b h . 1 1 . · • 1 f h f ·1 . 63 I su S4 ~es g1ven y t e government were arge y_respons~o e or t e a1 ure.--

But s. K. Subramaniam observed that when the governfl'.c.nt of the Republic of . . 
Korea discontinued its subsidies,, this adrastical~y affected_ the fur~her 

installation proeramme. In_the ve.ry year .. of removal cf suQ.sidy (1974), . 
64 I not eveb a sinBle plant was constructed~~.--

/Outside 
:I, 

61/ S .K. S,ub!amani~, Biogas System .'J.n Asia .. ~New Delhj., Ma,nagement 
Development Instit~te, 1977), pp. 88-89. 

,· 62/ Ibid. ; p~o lQQ o ~, .. 

·· 63/ Ghulam Kibria,· '.'Progress of biogas technolq,gy in Pakj.stan" 
(Bangkok,Econ'omic and Social Commission for Asia and- the' Pacific··· (ESCAP), 
May 1978)(mimeo.). 

64/ S.K. Subramaniam, ~· cit .• p. 116, 

~-- .... 
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Outside the socialist countries, therefore, a large number of. biogas 

plants have been abandoned. Even the most amb~tious biogas programme - that 

announ~ed by the Indian Government - has a small over-all target of 100,000 
I 

family size plants. This is an implibit recognition that even the rural 
I 

rich are not interested in the progra~e though it is heavil~ subsidized, 

for the number of their families is at least an order ·of magnitude greater. 
. ·' 

So far as the vast. majority of .ru~al ~~ople are concerned they do not own 
I· . 

the 4 to 5 cattle needed for a househ9ld pl~nt1 the programme is hardly 
I , 

of interest to t·hem, except that it may .deprive them of co~ dung. 
' . . l . . . . 

A number of reasons, usually technical; are Cited for the marked 

lack ·of success of thes~ variou~ biog4s programmes. There are no doubt a 
. I . 

num~er of technical problems. For ex~mple, the Indian Khadi and Village 
~.- I I . 

Ind~sttj:.es design, w~ich uses a steei lgas holder; is v·ery costly (about 

3tOOO.tupees for a plant rated at 3 metric metres of biogas per day) and 
,I I 

! . '-
does not produce anyWhere near the ra~ed capacity in the winter •. Sharp 

fali in wintei' gas pro·duction is, in l~ct. a comrt\on problem~ The requ:lre'd . I . 
capacities havE! to be much larger than everage fuel use. Nany of these 

problems can; rto doubt b~ sorted out. I The P~kis~an. bovernment has, for 

example, beeh experimenting with the cheaper Chinese design• and a number 
I , . 

of other governments, including the Iridian; are also begihnihg to do so. 
I . . . . 

Reduced cost cannot, howeveti solve the problem of ownership of cattle. 

Neither can. it solve the p'tob1~cl of eJtension.i. Extension in rural areas is · 

only strong in "green revolution" areJs and there it is addressed to the 

rural rich. Significantly, the biogas: programil.)e has been modestly 

successfUl in reaching the rich only ~n such areas - as for example in 
I 

Haryana and the sugar belt in westernMaharashtra. 

I 
It is sometimes suggested thatl forming co-operatives may solve the 

problem of extension. 651 This can onli)T happen where serious local conflict 

over basic issues such as land and wagjes is absent. If co-operatives have 

been instruments in China's suc_cessful! biogas progra1nme, as Kibria notes, then 

·it is because these issues have long b~~fore been s'olyed. Where they have 

not, co-operatives either·do· not funct
1
ion or reach only a small minority. 

I /The 

§2./ For example, see Ghulam Klbria, !!£• cit. 

I 
I 
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The problem of the high cost of biogas can possibly be more easily 

resolved with the use of community biogas plants. It would also be 

cheaper'(per unit of biogas) to install a heating system to solve the 

problem of low winter gas production. 661 The question of equity will be 

more vexing. In places where there·are conflicts over basic issues, or where 

social and economic inequalities are great, it is doubtful that such plant's ·. 

could be operated and maintained at all. More likely, they would either 

be monopolized by the rich, or rust and rot as much of the equipment in 

similar efforts does today. In fact, where economic exploitation or other 

forms of social oppression, such -as untouchability, exist, how can the 

question of a "community" gas plant arise at all? "Community" implies a 

harmony of interest. This does not exist, and could not exist, where the 

oppressed live under constant threat qf violence, threats which are real 

and. are.freq~ently carried out. Examples are rife in the history of the 

ESCAP region: Indonesia in 1965; Marathwada (a region of Maharashtra) in 

1978. While the scale of violence in Marathwada 1978 or Indonesia 1965 was 

unusual, its intencity was not; and the threat is ever present. So long as 

it is, harmony cannot be created by building a large _gas plant and labelling 
; I • 

it a "community" plant. If it is to benefit the ... oppressed, then they f!lUSt .. 
'' control it, and take the decision to build it ··and use it in the context of 

.• 

their own priorities. Where a harmony of interest already exists, it should_ 

be possible to implement a programme of building community biogas plants 

with a reasooable expectation of success. 
: . .. 

Community biogas plants may also have some applicatipn for institu•. 

tional uses. (dormitories,_government institutions etc.) 1 or as neighbourhood 

plants for towns·-ll,nd cities •. Such plants can be built in dairies, piggeries, 

pouttry _farms etc. and some pilqt units are in operation in the region (Maya 

farm$·plant in- the Philippines, and the Kaoturha Grass Krishi Kendra plant 

in Indore, India).£1/ Since much or most of the garbage in towns is wet 
' 

garbage (food wastes), it may also be possible to use treated garbage to 

generate gas in neighbourhood plants in.towns. I do not know of any 

experiments or evaluation ~f such a possibility so I cannot comment on its 
-

feasibility. In any case, in towns where the raw materials are available, 

or can ~e made available, neighbourhood biogas plants to provide fuel for 

cooking, and perhaps for small industry, are of considerable interest, since 

they would be ·a substitute for expensive wood or kerosene. 
/Keeping 

66/ The ESCAP Committee on Natural Resources reports that community 
biogas plants have recently been built in China and are being used. (See 
Committee on Natural Resources, ~.-cit.) There are also a number of 
exper~mental projects in many parts of the region. See Subramaniam, ~· cit. 
chapter II. 

67/ .Subramaniam, Q£• cit. p. 18 and pp. 33-36. 
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Keeping warm is more a matter of adequate clothing, bedding and 

housing in much oEthe ESCAP region, ;ex~ept in mountainous areas and the 

nor·thern latitudes. It is Pt:imarily :poverty that prevents satis~ac.tion of 

this .need, as can be j1,1dged f~ol? the 
1 
fact that in m<;>st of the region even 

the rich do J:)Ot use he~ting.systems •. : ,On t.l:te contrary, it. is the poor who, 

ill-hous~d and poorly clad, need fuef.for heating, while the rich (with warmer 

cloth~s and housing) c~n get by with l.~~ne a.t all. .. In tbe mountainous and 
. ·I ; . 

northern region~:t~e kang stove (called ondol in the Republic of Kor~~) 
. . I . ' 

seems to b~ the.mos.t. effiCient among lthe traditi.onal techniques .and can 
I 

perhaps be ~ad~l'ted by peo~le in othetj cold at:eas. 
I 

The o~f:t.ce of Rural .Developrtu:~1nt of the Republic of Korea is 

consid~ri.ng the possibie l:ldaptatioh df the dndol sy~tem to run c;:ff bi.ogas .~/ 

Pas~i'V'e heating and ·c;oi:tng slystems can channel the sun•s .energy .-: 
. . . . j ' \ . . . . " • .. 

to meet the need for keeping '\oTarm. E'ssentially, they change the rhythm 
' I 

with which the s~n' s heat reaches the! interior and with which the house 

reradiates heat. Traditionai co~strJction in some places (e.g. ·Iran) uses 
. ! 

this principle. The wonderful houses in the tribal areas of Midnapur 
. I 

district of West Bengal are built with mud, bamboo, straw and gravel in a 
I 

way that a~tomatiFally regulates inte!rior temperature. But in recent years 
. . .- I . 

the availability of bamboo for house ~construction has declined. (The 

r·easons ·are probably as complicated· a~ those for deforestation~)' The bambo~ 
' ! . 69/ 

serves as reinforcement·and, according to Laurie Baker,-- when ·enough of 
I 

it is hot used; the·houses become probe to collapse. People'have begun·us{ng 
I . 

bricks and mortar when they can ·afford i:t. ·Possibly, the· exB:lllple of the-. 
. I • 

rich in the 'village, who adopt the ways 'of the city as a matter of status, 

also does damage to the loc'al ~skills htid positive -aspects of· local traditions. 
I 

. ~ l . . . . 
There will be one adverse effect of reducing the use of fuelwood 

! .'. ·' 
if spec~fic steps are not taken to prevent it. Though wood is referred to : . . .: . . . . 
as "non-commercial" energy source, a large proportion of fuelwood use is, 

-.1 . . .• 

in fact part of the monetary sector. !Almost ail fuelwood is a commercial . . . t . 
commodity in the Kathmandu valley, for instance. This is also tru·e ·of many 

- ·. I· 
towns and cities all over the ESCAP region. · According 

.• I . 
National Council for Applied Economic[Researeh, 23 per 

I 
I 

68/. !£!£, p. 26. 

to a survey of. the 

·cent of· the fuel wood 

/used 

69/ Laurie Baker,· Lecture at :All India Convention of .People's 
Science 'Movements ('rr'ivandrum, 10-12 November 1978) • · 
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used in india was mo~eti'zed in 1962·.19) · The figure is probably slightly 

higher today. Most of this wood is gathered by poor-·p'eople who carry, 

head loads of it' to the towns or large' villages. (In addition, some wood 

is also taken by contractors and governments to the cities for sale in 

trucks .) One per·son can collect and sell' between 10 and 25 ki:logranimes of 

wood a day. This means that collecting and"selling fuelwood is a p'r·imarY 

occupation for somewhere between 5 and 10 million people. in India who are 

among the poorest and most oppressed people in ·the country. A substantial 

reduction i~ the 4~e of commercial fuetwood would hit them hard, and 

perhaps even .. _:cteate other undesirable. effects such as a r~dud::io.n in 

agricultural wages. Reforestation and other public works programmes which 

pay an adequate minimum and ·regular wage must be implemented on o wide scale 

simultaneously with. _programmes ~o increase the efficiency of fuelwood use, 

if the.se adverse effects are to be avoided. The question of imp_lementing 
. ' I - '71/ 

such pub~ic works schemes is, __ however, problematic.-

Apart from large ·s·cale reforestation sch~es, the possibility _of 

increasing fuelwood supply by planting village wood lots ha~ also ~e,en 
72/ mooted although this seems, in most cases, a dubious proportion.-- There 

is little unused land near villa-ges and what is often termed "waste la,nd" 

is generally used for grazing which is essential for ag~icultural operations. 

In fact, in many places, ·forest is cleared for'want of agricultural and 

grazing land, so that no scheme to reestablish a wood on such land might, 

be acceptable. However, it is possible th?t cultivation qf fodder crops 

such as alfalfa and clover would reduce the need for grazing land, so that 

some.of it could-become available for wood lots. Since this :requires the 

monetization of local fodde~ production and since the rich owtl'·most of the 
.• ii; .. i l 

cattle, such a· scheme would face and give rise to essentially th~ same 

problems as use of high yielding seeds discussed earlier. Further, wood lots 

would be established on common land. Where there are strong social'and 
,. 

economic inequalities, such a scheme ·c·annot succeed. Even guard'i'ng the 

seedlings and mature trees would become enormou·sly expensive. One can: see~ 

/often 

70/ NCAER, ibid,, table.~?. p. 82. 
7i/ See Alamgir, "Programmes of environmental· 'improvement at the. 

community level: Bangladesh, Indonesia and the Republic of Korea" (Bangkok, 
EsCAr •. 1979). This is ay;tother background paper for the UNEP/ESCAP· Regional· 
Seminar on Environment and Development. · 

, . 72/ Arjun Makhijani, "Energy p ::>licy for the r.ural third world", 
(International Institute for Environment and Development, September. 1976), .... '. 
pp. 33-39·. 
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oft.en enough, luxu-riant private fares~ adjacent to bare .Public la~ds. It 

is not that no land is available. for planting trees. There are few plac.~s,,. .I . _,_ 

like Kerala wher~ every bit of land i~ carefully husbanded, and a close 
' 

look at a village~s resources often reveals many spots for tree planting 

and other uses. But creating a tradi~ion ·of fine, husbandry is a Vf=ry. . . : , , 
I 

compUc.ated matter; c~rtainly it cannqt be do·ne by making spee,ches, planting 

some tre'es on ceremonial occas~ons, b~~ making saplings available t; villager:s, 

or even .. by· having ~hem planted~ . · .. 

This is· ·a rather bleak picturJ. Btit people can organize to save 
I 

and regenerate their forests. We·may ,give two examples from India of such 
.. . . I 

movements, both of which have long roo.ts in his tory. 

The Chipko movement731 .in Indija began in.i92os with ~he people's 
. . I , , ... .· . 

struggle,. for forest rights ','which c~lm;inated in Nay 1930 ·at Tiladf,in ers~ 

while Tehri when 16 persons died in miilitary firing. Throughout Uttarkhand 

(a region of Uttar Pradesh; in India) !today, Tiladi is'~'.s)rmbol·~f·w~at 
1 d . 'f II 7.4./ Th ! • d b peop e are prepare to ace .- e movement was rev~ve a out s·even years 

ago in ord,er to resist the continuing revastation of· Himalayan· forests, 

particularly in the Alaknanda catchment area. It has·made some gains in 
I 

resisting green felling, but are far f~om complete success. The 'struggle 

to prevent green felling and to implem~nt a forestry programme orient'e'd· to 
. , I 

meeting people's need's continues. Thej following is the programme of the 
" 

movement: 

., : "(P Stop all green fellings in the hill's. Manage hill 
·.. forests' as ··protection forest (not commercial forests ·as today); 

(2) ,Mas.s plantation with priority to (i) .food (nuts, oils,eeds,, 
fruit trees), (ii) fodder (even in conifer areas for mixed forests), 
(iii) futil, (iv) fertilizers, (v) fibre· and (3) ·the whole programme· 
should be· chalked. out and implementation entruste,d to the 
peopl~'. 75/ · 

.While the people of Uttarkhand are "sticking to their trees" to save 

them from the axe, the pe<;>ple of Jharkhand are axing some of. the governm.ent 

pl~nt.ed. teak (sag) tree monoculture in. ort\er to s;:tve their sal forests: 

/"Tei=lk 

73/ The word chipko is th~ imperative of the Hindustani verb 
"chipakn8", which means to stick. to (something). The- movement is called 
chtpko ·becaus~ peopl,.e "stick'~ themselves to the tree.s to prevent them from 
being· cut.·. 

,_ 74/ Sumi Krishna Chauhan, "Forest people's l:"ights axed".~ Hindus tan 
Times, 16 AprU·1'979. 

75/ Letter of Sunderlal Bahuguna to the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research, described in "Patel assails UP forest policy", Hindus tan Tim~s., 
28 January 1979. 

J 

J. 
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. ~ : . .. i ' . ! ~ : . .. . 

"Teak wood has destroyed our life, so we must destroy teak", 
say the Adivasis ·simply. · .. Their ·re·asoriing 'is 1simple: other ·trees· 

.. like ".sal" and "mohua'.'. which yield them a vas.t variety of P,r.oduce .. ·: 
have been cut down to m~'ke room for teak which also does, n~~ · · .. 
allow anything to grow under it. The '(Bihar) forest de'p·a'rtment·~·ha's· 

.also deprived .them of other ·rights, .like .picking ."datuns'~ :(t~ _, 
clean teeth) and gathering grass. Except during the brief 

.harvesting -period~ the tribals depend on the foJ;".est for the-ir 
sustenance; they even worship "sal". And, as Hora Nunda, a 
proud lynx..;eyed tribal leadman adds: ''Whem the ra·in washes· :O:ff'· ': ,. : 

. "sag-wan.'' (teak), P.lantations, .it turns yellow (he imp lie~_,, it :i::s,;i, ·,; _, 
polluted). With half the junele cutdown in some ~re~s to grnw 

~ "sagwan",. elepbants and other wild animals maraud our''.fields·.· ·.···;·• 

"·In ·prdtest, the Adivasis hav·e\ started felling teak trees'· 
in five blocks which has forced the Bihar, Government to ppst . 
CRP !Central Reserve Folic•/ units· in the troubled a~eas. · · 
.Inevi'tably, there~ have been violent clashes, with. tlie trib;g'ls 
at the receiv-in

1
g. end".?~./ ··;: ., . • 

These movements are examples of what· I constder "app:ropriate' 

actual. projects" in the context of which human needs ·can be met in ari : : ·. ~ 

Kerosene -is the principal lighting fuel in' South Asia. Most people 

use small wick lam~s; .tr.ose who ~an aftord_ it use ~urricane lanterns and 

m~_ntle lamps (the last particularly in towns_and cities). ·Deepak Ba.1r:a~h~rya's 

data (refe.rred to earlier) shows that one litre of ker9sen~ provides abo_ut 

70 hout;s of rather dim lig}::lt •. In Pangma, the average 1,1se. is .. about 1 • .5 

.litres per month per f~mi~y and. varies between. a minim~m of o.s litres and· . ~ ) ~ ' . . ' 

3.2 litres~ This is approximately equal to ~n average of 3 ~itres p~r person 

p~J:" year. ln Indi,a, where kerose.ne is much .les~ expensive 781 the use is 

about 4.5 litres per person per. year; 791 in the Re'public of Korea it is about 
80/ the same.-- If B~jrach~rya's figures are typical of Nepal, and the data 

.. '/from 
.... , ' 

I . , , 

·. · 7f.•/': Darryl ·n'Monte, "Bihar Adivasis 'determined to ·recover .land", 
Times of India; 6 March 1979, p .- 1 and 'p .: 5. · · 

........ · ·:. · · · 77 I Ther~ :are atso examples from other countries of villages managing 
self-sustaining forest plantations e.g. the village. fuelwood pla'ntations of 
the Republic of Korea arid t.he "forest ·villages" of Th.aiianci. :· · 

78/ The c()st of kerosene in the hiil areas of ~ep'al is' ·very .hfgh· -· 
(6 ·1/2 Nepali rupees per litre) ·because of the high :cdst of transport. In:· 
India, it ·costs about 1 1/2 Indian rupees"per'litre·, or about Rs 2 Ne.pali.· · 

79/ NCEAR, ££.." cit:., table 8, -p. 78 and· 'table 15, p.· 88 o' · · 
8:0/ · S~bramaniam, ~· cit., p. 22. . ... ·. •· ·. . -~:. 
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from other·'~6untries indicate that they·are. then use of kerosene for lighting 

constitutes about one third of Nepal's entire oil consumption; for India 

the figure is about 7 per cent~ for the Republic of Korea abQ~t 1 per cent. 
. .~ ~ ,. ' .. . ' ~ ~· 

Hence, in the· poorer countries., ,kerosene for. lighting is <me (!)f the largest 

uses of oil, and an important item in the household budget of the poor. 
'. J , i . 

Wich lamps are' an in~ff:tci-ent source of'.' light, with an efficiency 
I. 

of roughly 1/4 lumen per thermal watt; mantle lamps are ~about 5 times and 

electric incandescent lamps are 10 to' 20 ·.times more ~fficient. 811 Fluorescent 
' 

lamps are about 5 times as efficient as incandescent lamps. These vast 

differences of efficiency mean that t:he poor ·get very litt:,le light for their 

money. Those who uk~ electricity, that i~ 'the 1telatively·well-off, get 

a much ·better bargain., lumen fot lumen. The po.or pay more .for ~heir light 

because they cannot afford mantie· lamps or an electricity ·connexidn; so they 

try to get. by with a sma_ll wick l~mp or two because it is the only thing:}: 
i ··,. 82/ . 

which does not demahd· that they spend a la~ge ~mount of money at once.~·: . . ) 

.•: ' ) ! J 

It ,is possible to increa~e the efficiency tif lighting and to conserve 

oil ::and foreign '~xchange· by providing·· everyone ·wtth an electric'· connexion for 

lighting._ This seems socially and individually economicaL 
·. i 

Most of the cost of an electric connexion is Clue to'the cost· of the . -

meter. This can be dispensed with when the only requirement is a'couple of. 
'j I 

points for lights. lt is cheaper and equally effective to base rates ·on 

the number of bulbs or electrified rooms. This was the ·rB:te .m,ethod during 
.~{(. 

the 1930s of the Tennessee Valley Authority when it embarked on its ambitious 
- . 'I i '8.3/ . '. 

and successful rural electri'fication programme.-.- Forty wat~~- _or so· of 

lighting, for example would provid·e "much better :lighti~g .t:han, ,the p_oor have now. 1 

/the 1 
. ' 

!li/ Efficient Use of Energy, Report of the Summer Study on Technical 
Aspects of E;nergy 'Utilization, American Physical .Society, Janua~y 1975, table 
3.4. r 

82( This is not the only instance .. wbere the' poor get a bad bargain 
because of their poverty. We have al;eady seen·. this in the .cas~ of 15:eepi.ng 
warm where the poor are,cornpelled to ~se fuel and the relatively well•off caa 
get by with warm cloth~~. This is also true for thos'e who buy fuelwood for 
cooking. In-India fuelwood costs a minimum of Rs- 200 up toRs 400·per 
family per year,-while cooking with liquified petroleum·gas (LPG) costs about 
Rs 200 per year •. The- catch is that. LPG is available only in the ci,ties ,, . to 
those who know the procedures and can lay out Rs 400 as deposit, etc. The ·. 
scarce, cheap fuels go to the wealthy, according to this law of this market. 

83/ Jim Cudworth, .Chief, Rate Branch, Tennes!;!ee Valley Authority, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, personal communication, August 1978. 
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The costs i~· India per rural house (with a thatched. roof) are abo~t 

as follows~:;. 

Rupees ($US) 

·1) 30 watts of gen~rating capacit~~ 
. transmission and 'distribution!'L7 120 (15.0) 

2) i square metre tiles for the roof 20 (2~5) 

3) Wir'ing to and in the house 150 !·18.8} 
_, 

Total investment 290 (36.3) 

The fuel cost is about Rs 9.10 per kWhe (including transmission and distribu

tion los13_es) •. The monthly household use of electricity would be about 
85/ . 

5 kWhe,-- s~ that a monthly charge of Rs 3 per house which requires 40 

watts or_ so would cover all the costs of electrification, 'including 7 per cent 

on capital and 3 per cent,depreciation. This is _approximately· equal to the 

current expenditure_on kerosene for lighting and is considerably better 

than the ~eavy s~bsidies to the ~ural rich electricity consumers, which 

characterize today's rural electrification programmes. All_that is required 

is that connexion charges be abolished and internal and ex'ternal' wiring 

be provided. . 

The over-all investment required for the 100 million or so houses 

now using kerosene .for lighting in India would be around Rs 30 billion. 

This is no doubt a lar:ge sum. But the over-·au investm'ent required to find, 

produce, refine and transport kerosene is also very large. In the United 

States, the capital costs of producing, refining and transporting oil 

amount to'$US 12,000 to $US 16,000 (in 1970 dollars) per barrel per day 

capacity. 861 In today's dollars this would amount to $US 25,000 to $US 30,000. 

These figures wnich exclude the costs or exploration, are high, the more 

so in countries without .the capacity to undertake such exploration (and often, 

productio'n) since large premiums and royalties must be paid to multinational 

I .orporations 

847 I have used a diversity factor of 3/4. The diversity 
may be greater -since ~uch or most of the load on rural electrification 
systems is from irrigation and rural industries wh!ch are primarily day 
time loads. The cost of rural electrification excluding t4e connexion and 
meter is about Rs 4,000/kw. 

85/ Fluorescent lamps will probably not be suitable for rural 
lighting because of severe voltage fluctuations in the supply. I have 
assumed an average use of 4 hours per day. 

86/ J. Hass ~ al., Financing the Energy Industry (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Ballinger Publishing Co., 1974),chapter 3. 
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corporations for these activities. The costs of transporting kero.sene in 

small amounts to rural areas are also likely to be considerably higher. than 

the pipe~ine transport of the United States. If seems reasonable to take a 

total capital cost therefore of about $US SO,OOO_per barrel per day ~~pacity fo~ 
' 

a~l phases of the programme. Thus producing capital cost of _Rs 18 billion 

can be··-imputed to the 45,000 carrels per day of kerosene that are consumed 

for lighting in- India. The added capital cost in a programme phased:· over 10 

years would be only Rs 2 •. 20 per person per year, or less than 1 per cent 

of the -~~velopment outlay of the government.· This is surely not a large 

sum considering that everyone would be provided with light. 

·The over-all increase in the use of electricity in India, were 

l{g~tin~ to be prov~ded to ev~ryone, would be 6,000 million kWhe, or only 

about 7 per cent of the.expansion in generation planned over the next six 

qr seven y~ars. Note that the o~er-all energy use with electric lighting 

(6,000 mil1ion_kWhe) is equivalent to So to 90 quadrillion Joules of fuel 

per y~~r, a substantial reduc~ion over the pres~nt kerosene use for· light.ing 

of about 120 q~adrillion Jou~es per year. It seems to be a scheme that 

could be implemented even with many of the institutional and social con

straints which would hamper other energy projects. As such it merits serious 

consideration. 

· V. ENERGY .FOR OTHER USES: OIL, NATURAL GAS AND BIOGAS 

.. 
Finding substitutes for oil nas been one of the principal motives 

in the search 'for' "alternative -en~rgy sources"~ The very expression 
' .. 

"alternative ertergy sources" betrays this motive. But alteroati~e· to 

what? Sine~ wo~d is already one of the principal fuels today and solar 

.~nergy is a prime source, v~a wood, crops, crop residues 
··: 't, 

"~lternate" can only be to fossil fuels, particularly oil. . 

and.grazing land, 

This is a rather 

distorted and ~arrow view, mainly suited to those who are now using enormous 

quantities of oil and want to eave it for themselves. For developing. 

countries, it is, or should be, a s.econdary consideration that de.rives from 

broader policy' issues such· as those we have illustrat~d in the cases-of 

the use of kerosene and electricity for lighting, and the use of biogas and 

diesel in agric~ltural operations. 

/The 
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The world is not about to run out of oil - a thesis eminently 

illustrated by the "dis.co~ery" of signifi<r~nt quantities of oil in many 

countries in the last five years and rather enormous quantities in some, 
·····, 

notably Mexico and China. Besides, there are a number of resources such 

as oil from_,_shale and coal,_ and in part, natural gas and biogas, which are 

direct substitutes for oil. It is certainly 9esirable to moderate the 

u~e of resources and we have already stressed this. However, given the 

great inequalities in their use, this is a message primarily for the immoderate; 

and a philp.sophy that could be adopted by the oppressed in their struggle 

for a greater share ~nd control over the world's resources. Whether this means 

the use of greater qr smaller quantities of oil or any other resources will 

depend on the specifics of the situation. It may be necess.ary, for examp{e, .. 
to build ~ore fertilizer facto~ies while embarking on biogas and organic 

fertilizer programmes; to use more oil for buses and trains while coverting 

others to cleaner and cheaper sources of fuel, and indeed changing the 
I 

entire way we think about transportation systems. 

La 1 : .i ·a7 I · i 1 - 1 diffi 1 f' rge sea e transportat on-- 1s a part cu ar y cu t area o 
. . 

energy_policry in mo~t countries of the ESCAP.region because of the almost 

exclusive use of oil (apart from s~e use of coal in railways). Given ·the 

current su~stantial requirements for kerosene for cooking and lighting, the 

pressure on the middle distillates (diesel. and kerosen~) is very great. 

SimultaneousJy, natural gas is flared in large, even enormous, quantities in many 

countries of the region. 

Natural gas, and hence methane obtained by purifying biogas, can 

substitute f~r petrol or diesel in transportation. Such a scheme could 

help cons~rve a vital natural resource, and help a good deal in easing 

foreign exchange constraints in countries such as Bangladesh and Pakistan 

which have proven natural gas reserves in large amounts compared to present 

petrole~ use, but no proven crude oil. reserves as yet. Bangladesh for 

instance. has natur~l gas reserves of about 300 billion cubic metres88.fwhich 

is about 300 ti~es the annual imports of·p~troleUm in 1975. 891 Current use 

of natural gas, however, is very small - less than one billion cubic metres 

in 1975. 901 

/Natural' 

87/ I exclude such ~odes of transport as bullock ca~ts,.bicycles, 
walking_ and so on. 

88/ E.B. Roth, "New uses of natural gas_ in Pakistan and Bangladesh", 
unpublished manuscript. 

89/ World Energy Supplies 1971-1975, United Nations, Series J, No. 20," 
New York 1977, table 6, p. 67. 

90/ World Energy' Supplies, ibid., table 15, p. 15J. 
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2 Natural gas. compressed to about 700 k_g/cm is used for fleets of 

trucks and taxis in ~any parts of the world. The refuelling is accomplished 

either by replacement of the high pressure cylinders, which takes a few 

minutes; or by refilling the cylinders \llithout removing them from the vehiCle 

which takes considerably longer. Our rough calculations using specific 

operating data for the buses operated by the Bombay Electric Supply and 

Transport (tables 3a and 3b below) indicate that it would be economical 

to use natural gas by converting existing diesel buses to use a 'mixture of 

85 per c.ent natural gas and 15 per cent diesel, or to purchase gas engine 

buses (converted petrol engines) for additions to the fleet, 

~Such schemes need serious study as most countries in the region 
91/ have natural gas reserves.-- Natural gas burns much more cleanly than 

diesel and is quite likely to prove more econ~ical. It may even be 

economical to lay gas pipelines on routes with heavy truck traffic so that 

the rather severe limitations on range (roughly 80 kilometres) b~tween 

refuellings can be overcome. 

:The use of natural gas in transport would also facilitate the 

trans'ition to using biogas for transport, since purified biogas and natural 

gas have essentially the same composition. Sewage gas .was used for transpor

tation in a number of countries, principally during the Second World War. 

Two trucks were operated for about 2 years during 1942-1944 in Bombay with 

f th ' . 1 1 at Dadar. 92 / S' '1 gas rom e mun~c~pa sewage treatment p ant ~m~ ar uses 

were common in Europe during the same period, but given up after the War 

presumably because of the cheap oil obtained from the Middle East. 

Gas from sewage treatment plants and other kinds of biogas plants 

in cities cannot meet the requirements of industry and transport, at'least 

given the present structure of use of raw materials and space in the cities. 

There is., however, another source of biogas which could supply more than 

adequate qua-ntitiesof fuel, were it to prove technically feasible. The 

I 
/T~ble· 32. 

I 
91/! C~ittee on Natural Resources, 2£• cit., pp. 3-4. 
92/ Joshi, Municipal Sewage Treatment Plant, Dadar, Bombay, 

personal communication, November 1978. 

\ 



Table 3a. 

Item 

Fuel. 

Added interest and 
depreciation 

Added operating an:d 
maintenance cost 

Total 

.. \. •• l .• 
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Comparison of annual costs for 30 buses 
operating in Bombay: diesel vs. compressed 
na'tural gas ~/ 

(Rs in .million) 

Diesel 
Rup.ee Foreign Total 
cost ex. cost 

($US.) 
',•_ 

0.6 0.5 1.1 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0.6· 0.5 1.1 

b Compressed natural gas-
Rupee Foreign Total 
cost 

0.~1 

0.04 

0.1 

o. 74 . 

ex. cost 
($US) 

0 0.6 

o.o4 o.o#-1 -

o :·,.:j ·' --.to-~ 1 · 

o:·o4~' ['. ' . 0.78 

. ···' r . ·' 

Notes: a/ Each Bombay bus consumes about 80 litres of diesel per day. 
costing about Rs 100. This can be replaced by 95 mm of natural gas. All costs 
are innl975 rupees :·and US dollars. C<;>nve:r~ion rate: 2 Rs 8 = $US 1. 

b/ Natural gasA:imnpltessecl. :~Q .. 200 kg/m • ... J·,)~ . 

5:;./ Price of natthalr'gas taken as Rs 0.6Vmm (~~·q~t $PS 2.,25/1,000 
. - . 2 

~~'·,The added capital costs are: 4 cylinders (200 kg/m) costing 
cu ft). 

$US 200 each per bus. One ·compressor of 2.1 cum/minute capacity costing 
$US 15,000 for every 30 buses. Source: Roy Nourse~ Canadian Western Na.'tura-i· ·"·· 
Gas Company, Calgary, Alberta~ Canada~ personal communications~ June 1975. This 
company markets gas for fleet use. Construction costs per natural gas filling 
station taken as Rs ~00~000. Interest and depreciation at 15 per cent per year. 
New buses operating on natural gas are assumed to cost the same as new diesel 
buses~ which is a conservative assumption. 

!/ Includes Rs 0.06 million for compressor fuel. 

/Table 3b. 
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Table 3b. Comp_arison of annual costs for -30 buses 
operating in Bombay: die~?l vs. mixture 
of natural gas and diesel-

(Rs .in .million) 

'" 

, Diesel 85 per cent compressed natural 

Item Rupee Foreign Total gas + 15 :eer cent diesel 
Rupee Foreign Total cost ex. cost 

($US) cost ex. cost 
{$US~ 

Fuel-,- 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.6 0.1· o. 7b/ 

Interest ·and 
depreciation 0 0 0 0.04 0;09 0.1;3~ .. 

Added operating and ., ' 

maintenance cost 0 0 0 0.1 0 ·0.1 

Total 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.74 0.19 0.93 

.. :·· 
l ;' I 

Notes: a/ This table compares the cost of existing diesel buses with. 
existing buses converted to ~un on a mixture of natural gas:.(85 per cent) and 
diesel (15 per cent). Cost of conversion per bus is $US 1,000. Other capital 
costs are shown in table 3a. 

~I Cost of 85 per cent compressed natural gas about Rs 0.51 
milli~n and of 15 per cent diesel about Rs 0.19 million •. 

-~ ' 

/vegetation 
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vegetatio'n which·· grows i'n 'tropical an.d subtrop$.cal bogs .. ~~~. thro:. most.. . 
. . . 93/ . . ' ,,., 

effi6ien't photo-synthetic converters .. of solar; energy •. -:-.. The. amounts .of. 
• ' ' ,_ : ' ~ • ' • ~ I, ' 

biogas produced annually in tropical and subt]:opical. bqgs .. ~s ..,q~~.te ~nOI')'TIOUs -
94/ . . 

about 15. billion tons,- which.Js.approxime:tely equal to the world's 
. ., . ,. . . 

ener.gy .. use today, excluding wood S;nd crop res idu~s • Most of th~se ·:bogs are 

in the developing .countries~ Such bi?~~s pla~ts. ~o~ld ·p~obably not provide 

a -source of organic fert:i,lizers since the. nutrients in th~ sludge'·must be: .. , 
. . ·:;: . . . ' . ':· .. ' . . •' ., .. 

returned. to the bogs i~ the~r productivity and balance is to be maintained' •. 

There may. be other requir~ents, s~ch as limits on p~~sible. ~ates of s'u~tain
able. produc·t.ion,, which can only be determined by further. study. 

. , ('. ~ 

Since biogas is akin to natural gas, it can have a vast var.iety of 
• :· • ' I 

applications in industry. In addition, it can also be used to produce 

carbon dioxide, as Reddy has suggested. 951 Its use today is essentially 

limited by the technical problems which face the generation of biogas on 

a relatively large scale. At the Maya farms in the Philippines, biogas 

has been ~sed, on an experimental basis, for a large variety of operations 

such as canning, industrial cooking, running petrol engines and refrigerators 
. 96/ 

and generating electricity.-- A large variety of small scale industries 

b d b l.·nvested. 971 B t i di can e run an many new uses can e u runn ng me um or 

large scale industry on biogas must av1ait the possibility of the production 

of biogas on a large enough scale (such as biogas froro tropical bogs). 

Using biogas to substitute for or complement natural gas, oil and coa~ in 

industry is, in general, an ecologically sounder course, can also help create 

more jobs and pe~it of a much greater flexibility in the scale of both 
-

fuel and .industrial production v7hen compared with the production of 

petroleu~ and natural gas. Like natural gas, biogas can also be used as 

/a 

93/ Alan Poole and Robert Williams, "Prospects for photosynthetic 
energy", The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May 1976, table 1. 

94/ Ibid, pp. 57-58. . 
9'5! Reddy, "Technological alternatives to the energy crisis", 

2£· £1!.:-pp. 1486-1989. . 
96/ Subramanian, ~·· ci.t., p. 34. 

1 97 I Reddy, 2£.· cit·.. ~' · . ·. · '· 
. ... ·-·""""'"' 

[ . ·'. 

,r ,, ,. 

e. ' • ~ ··~ • ; I r. 
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a fuel in total energy systems. But it is not possible to evaluate the 

possibilities for speciffc industries as yet due to a paucity of experie.nce 

and, hence, of reliable information. 
- ' 

I have used various examples not so much to make any definitive 
,: 

assessment of the suitability of various schemes for transport and ind~stry -

such.-conclusions would be premature, since these are largely untested 

scheme~ - but rather to illustrate that, in the pro.cess of development·,' 

the same fuels.can pe both substitutes and ~omplements. Any rigid views 

on which fue~s are more desiLable as such are, in~ost cases, likely to 

distort the more primary commitment to meeting'human needs and even to 

ecological sanity. 981 

/VI. 

,, . ·;I. 

/VI. 
i, 

. . 
~/ There are exceptions. Nuclear power,_for example, must be 

fore closed .. and everywhere - if we are serious about not fore closing 
the wellbeing of future generations, to say nothing about achieving harmony 
with nature, 
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VI. SOME 'GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Irt almost all countries a large proportion .of inve~tments made are. 

in the·energy sectoro ·In developing countries electricity alone accounts 

for 15 Per cent to 20·per cent of total investment~- Electricity is one of 

the most capital-intensive industries and creates vei:y few jobs per unit 

of investment,-though production ~nd maintenance ·of employment a~e, in many 

vital;· seCtors, critically dependent on electricity supply. Possible ~ub

stantial contributions of solar energy- (direct and indirect) to energy supply 

have to be viewed in the conteKt of over-all problems of enetgy· s~pply, use 

and need. 

Solar energy is usually discussed wit~ an ov~rwhelming emphasis on 

its possible contribution to electricity supply. The potenti~~ being enormo~~~ 

commentators accustomed to brute force techniques of energy _use are c~r:led 

away by the·prospects, part-icularly as the use of solar energy seems to serve 

a number of other objectives (ecological soundness• reduction in.oil use 

so on). ·However, the generation and use of solar ene;r-gy in Cieve.loping, . 

countries faces a number of problems: 

a) Its capitai co.sts are high. E.ven if the capital costs c;an .be 

brough~ down several-fold to 0500 or $500 per peak kilowatt, the high cost 

and 
'' 

of energy. sto:t:age (e. _g .•. P conversion to hydrogen or storage in batteries) still 

renders solar electr~city uneconomical, particularly in those countries which 
" ·'· • • .. I' • 

have got fossil fuel and hydroenergy resourcesft Unless a. cheap energy storage 
. :. '· - '- .. ' 

technique can be coupled to a .suitable generation system, the maximum utili-

zation of installed capacity c3nnot exceed 30 per cent in the best of 

situations. More likely, it will be under 20 per ceht. With such a poor 
. ·t··; .:. • - ; 

use of capacity, the costs of'electricity would be very high. . .: 

b) I~.w~~~ be.difficult to match ~~ricut~ural loads, which occur in 

,reta~iv~~y ~h,arp peak~ during energy supply, •·rithout additional energy storage, 
• ;: ... ! l;.; ~-~ ~; ',l . . - : . ' .. 

or stand-by generato~s. that use other fuels •. This will further increase costs. 
w • • : • -~ ! ~- .: ~. . • . ~ . : . 

c) Decentralization of solar ~·~~ctricity generation will be very.· 

difficult. Timely· maintenance, spare parts and techni,cal skills would all 

be serious problems at the village level. Given the sensitivity, of ag_ricultural 

operations to timing, unavai1ab~lity of electricity at the needed ti~~ ~ould 

cause a reversion to earlier techniques. Since foreign exchange and outside 

skills (in most cases provided by governments) would be needed for parts and 

repairs, the·usual bureaucratic delays would aggravate these problems. 

/d) 
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d) Large scale manufacture of solar cells and other equipment 

will probably. be required given the conversion techniques that are most 

intensively being research~. Most developing countries will not be able to 

undertake it and these techniques are likely to remain firmly in the hands 

of a few companies and countries, in the same way that oil exploration or 

drug manu~acture are today. 
I 

a) There are likely to be severe ecological problems with some of 

the techniques :Oeing contemplated. Cadmium sulphid~ cells are, for example, 

one of the tyPes bein9 seriously researched. Cadmium is very poisonous and 

water pollution from c~mium manufacture could cause pamage to human life 

and health and also wipe out fisheries. 

Given t}'lese· problems, it 'lrlill be difficult to decentralize so,l.ar 

'electricity generators, even if they become as economical,as fossil ·f~el or 

hydro-power stations. Unless ·special steps are taken to the contrary, the 

benefits of electrification, solar or non-solar, will flow as they do today 

ptimariiy to the urban people (disproportionately to the urban rich) and 

the rural rich. In India, hardly 10 per cent of rural people.use elect~icity, 

and local and regional inequalit}es are great. In some other countries, such 

as Nepal, the proportion is much smaller. 

If solar cells can be made cheap enough (e.g. about $US 200/peak 

kw), then it may be possible to use them to provide electricity to one-shift 

industries without any provision for storage. Where reliable supply is more 

essential, biogas, natural gas or oil generated electrici'ty could supplement 
~!' I :.: 

solar electricity thus obviating the need for storage. 
I • • 

In te;ms of.their potential for contributing to energy supply, a 

number of solar ~nergy sc.hemes may be IJLOre promising than solar electricity, 

·and possibly considerably less expensive. We have already refer~ed to bi9gas 

from tropical and subtropical bogs. Solar heaters could provide low and medium 
~ ,, 

grade heat for industrial processes. Synergistic schemes which produce various 

combinations of food, industrial raw materials, fertilizers ahd fuels (such as 

water 'hyacinth plantations in sewage treatment ponds, combined with fish 

culture and pig and poultry keeping) can be made ecologically sound and hav~· 

t'echnical promise, ·though any assessment of their economics is diffiqult at 

this s:tage. 

/Two 
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:: .·.;' 

Two important: advantages of many biogas ·and some solar electricity 

schemes are that ·theA:ime between .the_ decision to build capacity and the 

start up time can be sho~t and that they can be built in relatively small 

units without signifiqant .s.acrifice of economies of ~cale. Capital intensive 

projects with -·large capac,i'!rY pl,ants arid long maturity periods have been one' 

of th~ ~~in ·factors in the existence of idle capacity in many industries with 

shortages· iri others: 

· · . "Ther~ is a furtl)er fb.ridamental problem with capital 
intensive projects with iong maturity periods. The uncertainty 
of the demand projections on which basic investments ar~ made 
increases gr~atly with the maturity period. This creates ·serious 
problems and structural vulnerability, when the proportion of the 
fixed cost in the total cost of the product is large. If the 
demand is below that anticipated, then the price must be push~ 
up to recover the cost or make a profit. Thus we get subsidies, 
or underutilization of capacity and high prices, and sometimes · 
,all three .-together. 

"It is as unpleasant when one is confronted with a chronic 
and serious shortage at the end of a long term project~ Shortages 
have plagued a vital sector of the Indian economy-electric power. 
First, this contributes to underutilization.of capacity in other 

. ~ .. : 

industries and hence to the problems enumerated above. Secqnd, 
other long term projects in sectors with'unused capacity tie up 

, .,. r i..' 

·money and reduce the flexibility for moving resources to the 
areas which need them." 99/ 

This is a problem which afflicts even the electricity sector ~n the_ 

United States of America, once thought capable of absorbing the largest units 

without difficulty. Careful analysis shows that even here smaller plants 

. h 11 1 d . . k lOO/ . 1 ll 1 t 1 w~t sma . er ea t~me rna e more sense.-- Relat~ve y sma p an s a so 

enhance power system reliability. For a given system reliability, far 

less capacity is required if it is 'added in small increments rather than large, 

and thus large savings in capital costs can be realized~lOl/ 

/We 

99/ Makhijani, "Energy policy for. rural India11
, ~ cit:•, see. foot:note 

31, P• 1866~ 
100/ Edward Kahn, et al., Investment Planning in the Energy Sector 

(Berkeley; California, Lawre~e Berkeley Laboratory, 1 March 1976). 
lOi./ What is "small" _qepends, of course, on the size of the pqwer · 

system as-a whole. In the largest po\'ler systems ( 2 o, ooo megawatts and more) , 
400. megawatts is indicateo ·as the largest practical size. In a·· study.· of the 
PJM' 'inter·connection .in the eastern United States of America, Kahn. concluded 
that· every t;hree.megawatts ol'nuclear.capacity. in 1,100 megawatt units 'could 
be replaced by C:,nly two megawatts of coal c_apacity in 37·5 J\\egawatt units, 
for the same reliability. See Edward Kahn, "The :impact of nucl.e~~'~g~nerators 

· on sys·tem electric p-ower system reliability", Testimony before the Environment, 
Energy and Natural Resources Sub-committee· of the Committee on Government 
Operations, United States House of Representatives, 19 September 1~77. 
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j:: ~-:j : .:.'r' ~~-
' .. ·' .. rf·' We ha~e· t·~i~d·'··to· ill~strat:e ·thEk .great ·range ·of social~ ·eaelogical-

, I f'{' ,:. \ ,i 1, (,, • 

and. ~conomic question~c ~hich· must be'·~onside:X:.ed for ·making· sound ,and 
.. . ' .·. . J ','' :. ', ':' I : ·~:-:1 ,. , ,. 

. equitable energy policy. We have also recommended sd~e ·project~ such ·as; 
': .. ' .. 1 ·:.: _: :·.~, !<:~:, • ~. ·. · ... · .. ~ :.-. 

provision of electric ligh~ing to all and the use of natur~l gas and bio~ 

. ga~ f~~··t~-~~~po~t~ti.6n. _.: 's~ far as techniques are conc~ned, .there is a 
, .h . ·. • . : . : :I : . . ... . . ~ .r : : ~. ·. .: . -~ .r . . . . . . .. . I 

considerable amount of testing arid deveiopment to be done'in areas such 

as the exploration of tropical and subtropical bogs. Many crucial.techn~ques 
'· 

are being ig~~~e~, po~siply beca~se the techrlological orientation of the 

research so far has taken its cues from the weal~hy countries, and because 

so~ial.considerations, particularl:y..at the locai.level, are not yet a 

systematic part-of the proces~ of·deciding what techniques sho~ld or should 
. : i r 

not~ .be de~~l9~d. We dq ~ot t't1ink tha't the )?roper p;riorities fpr research 

can be developed, to say .nothing of programmes 'that mi/tigate oppression, 

unless the desires of the oppressed are systematically ta~en into account. 

To d€velop a direction of decreasing·soc~al and ·ecological violence 

and.·~f.greate,r social justice,_ we have to learn to ask some fundamental 

questions about what ~onstitutes development. What, for instance;·are 
- ' 

"basic" human needs,? Are there needs 'that are· not basic? Specifically, 

does "basid' imply only physical and l:;>iologi9al criteria such as' so many 

litres.of water per day? Are not control over one's life and human. rights 
:' 

.. alsc;> .. a .'Part of ·basic: ~uman needs? ,,If so, then·:~hiit. is one t:-o do about 
-~ ·.: . ' 

t:tle.,[:f~ct's p_f., oppression, of domi~Jf..ion, enslavei!l~pt and violence which is 
,I • ' : I ': ~ '/:,! • ~ ' 

perpetrated r.o,utj,nely upon, ·the majority of the pg_op,les of mal'ly countries 

in the' ~g:io.n?:' Who wii'l ~~~ermine the priorities of the developn:;~~ 
,;.f.process:-11 • c~~ an -~cologi~~.ll; sound ~nd soc:~lly just policy be i'o~~ulatoo 
~i:tliout integrally' co~~i~~~:ing the~~ questions? ~at can dne ~a; then ...... ·' .. . ·- . ' 

about the failures of the past, the increasing viole.nce and ··in~ualities? 

.;A· specific energy policy for a country or even for the ESCAP region 

can only be formulated in the light of the answers to such fundamental 
~ .... ·. . 

·ques~i·?ns,Jj;Th~;;_{>r.oJ:?lem of.·justly distriJ::?uting the benefits of energy use 

:j.._s sev~rt;~- in most developing countries~ - It is . essentially a questipn of. 
' ,~; ~ c ' ' •- 4 ' j i ' ' ' .... I • • • ' I ' 

a lack- 9fJ c.Qntrol gf .~esour·ces by .t.lie Pyople who need them... Grossly unjust 
: • ~ ' • ' • I ' ( I ~ ' '• • J 

'soci.e~ieSt-r.l\i).y,e de~p cl~avages· do~m· 'tO: the village level which ·makes it 
·:· · •• ::·::: 1:./ ... .. • . ~ . (, • 

· diffi~;ul-;t;;or impossible to imple_meqt programmes tQp-dow'n that wip benefit 
.... ··•. l' - ..... . • ' ·•• 

, the. poqr.J:J :';1'\rhiS Can be re~ersed Only when the POOr have. organizational 
. . ! . t•7l~ • , .. 1• c I • : • .. • • • -. ',\\1: 

·strengtb"t9 .assl:!:tt and··.a.chieve· tJJ.?ir demands. Only. thus can ·they ,.control 
• ,•"(;.",;, .. ' •\•'~ :,)•: ,· • • ,r, .. :' ' '• • •' ~ I j • :.~ ,I ,'~t' 

-·:.··: t;he .proeess. by which priorities aie made and progr-es formuiated and 
• ' •: (I ~..- '• • ~ ; ' ' I t • ' I' : •' ' . ; 

I ' ..... :. 

/implemented • 
-·'.; 

. ~ ·~ ... 
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implemented. Within the context of such organizatioh, a great many 

programmes, including those for the development of alternative energy 

sources can become gradually feasible. •rhis is not only a question of 

the dominant social and economic groups yielding at the national, city 

or village levels. We have seen in the case of cooking fuels that these 

problems extend even to the milieu of the family. 

In developing countries, that is, in most countries of the ESCAP 

region, even militant trade union organization of agricultural and othe~ 

workers, particularly in rural areas, can help redirect energy policy 

toward a sounder course, because higher income will mean more demand for 

fuel, which the political and economic system will be hard put to meet 

without including fuels such as·wood ana biogas in its planning and 

production. 

; 


